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Introduction
This is not a course in astrology, but a reference book of
astrological interpretation that can be used with just about
any astrological horoscope, natal or transit. However, I
have included a brief article on the astrological houses at
the end of this book.
If you are already interested in astrology, know your way
around a bit, and have your natal chart, you need to read
no farther. Just use any standard astrological natal chart
(one that includes the time of birth in the calculation) and
start looking up combinations. It is as easy as that.
What makes this work more interesting is that all 276
house combinations are illustrated with a tarot-like card
called an Astro*Image. It is about time that astrology had
the same kind of graphic stimuli that tarot readings do and
I hope you like these cards.
Each astrological house combination (276 combinations in
all) is shown in the ways professional astrologers use the
astrological houses:
(1) Planet in House – This provides the interpretation for
each of the major bodies (Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus,
Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto) plus the
Lunar Node in each of the twelve houses.
(2) Zodiac Sign on House Cusp – This provides for each
of the 12 zodiac signs on the cusp of each of the 12
houses.
(3) Planet in Sign – This gives the meaning of each of the
bodies (Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter,
Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto) and Lunar Node in each
of the zodiac signs.
And each of these 276 house/sign combinations include
an Astro*Image card plus written meanings or
interpretations.

Each combination includes two interpretations: a natal
interpretation which refers to your birth or natal chart and a
transit interpretation which refers to what is happening in
the sky overhead right now.
As you will see this is primarily a guidebook, a guide to the
major astrological house/sign interpretations used by
professional astrologers all over the world.
And these brief interpretations are not intended as
definitive statements. Nothing here is written in stone. The
keywords, Astro*Image graphic cards, plus the various
written interpretations are intended to spark your
imagination and get you on the same page with what
these astrological combinations might mean. They are not
intended to be any kind of last word, but just a guide to get
your own intuition and imagination going, so this should be
kept in mind. That being said, if you know a little
astrology, just jump in. If you are just learning, please read
on for more instructions.

A Word on Houses
This is a guide book, not a text book, so here is not the
place to go into the history or nature of the various
astrological house systems and how they differ. What you
will need to use this book is a copy of your natal chart, one
similar to my chart shown above. This book will interpret
the following:
(1) Planet in House
Notice the wheel of twelve houses, with the various
astrological bodies (Sun, Moon, etc.) placed in the twelve
houses.
2) Zodiac Sign on House Cusp
Notice that there is a zodiac sign on the edge or cusp of
each house. Just for clarity’s sake, the signs of the cusps
on my twelve houses are:
First House: Sagittarius
Second House: Capricorn
Third House: Aquarius
Fourth House: Pisces

Fifth House: Aries
Sixth House: Taurus
Seventh House: Gemini
Eighth House: Cancer
Ninth House: Leo
Tenth House: Virgo
Eleventh House: Libra
Twelfth House: Scorpio
(3) Planet in Zodiac Sign
An interpretation is provided for each planet or body in
each of the twelve zodiac signs. This is the same as the
interpretation for

How to Use this Book
First of all you will need some kind of astrological chart.
This could be a chart for the day you were born, which is
called in astrology a “natal chart.” You could also use a
chart for today (or any other date in your life which is
significant) which is called a transit chart. Both natal and
transit charts work with this book just fine.
As to where you can get such a chart? There are dozens
of inexpensive computer programs plus all kinds of web
services that will calculate your chart. Some of them are
even free. Just about every astrological program and web
service will provide you with a list of planets and most also
provide at least the major planetary aspect pairs that are
prominent for that chart. If not, these aspect pairs are
easily to locate and you can calculate the aspects
yourself.
Note: For interpreting the astrological houses, you WILL
need to have the time of your birth.

1st House - Sign Aries on Cusp
Keywords: Active and Direct
Natal:
You come across as an active, direct, look-you-in-the-eye
kind of person, perhaps even a little too aggressive. You
are not afraid to jump in and take the lead.
Transit:
Right now, you can come across as an active, direct, lookyou-in-the-eye, kind of person, perhaps even a little too
aggressive. You are not afraid to jump in and take the
lead.

1st House - Sign Taurus on Cusp
Keywords: Receptive
Natal:
You come across to others as receptive, and are probably
a good listener. You take things in, evaluate them, and
build on that. A producer.
Transit:
This is a moment when you can come across to others as
receptive, and are probably even a good listener. You can
take things in, evaluate them, and build on that.
Producing.

1st House - Sign Gemini on Cusp
Keywords: Communicator
Natal:
You come across to others as, perhaps above all, a
natural communicator, communicative in words and ideas,
whether written or spoken.
Transit:
This is a time when you come across to others as,
perhaps above all, a natural communicator,
communicative in words and ideas, whether written or
spoken.

1st House - Sign Cancer on Cusp
Keywords: Family Foremost
Natal:
You appear to others as very much a home lover and
family oriented, foregoing any public or social stance in
favor of family closeness and togetherness.
Transit:
In this moment, you could appear to others as very much
a home lover and family oriented, foregoing any public or
social stance in favor of family closeness and
togetherness.

1st House - Sign Leo on Cusp
Keywords: Confident and Proud
Natal:
You appear to others as very confident, even a little proud
of yourself, and most of all, self expressive. Enthusiastic.
Transit:
A time now when you may appear others as very
confident, even a little proud of yourself, and most of all,
self-expressive. Enthusiastic.

1st House - Sign Virgo on Cusp
Keywords: Caring and Concerned
Natal:
You come across as concerned, perhaps even
compassionate, caring, and very detail oriented. Perhaps
there is a touch of the mother hen there too.
Transit:
You come across just now as concerned, perhaps even
compassionate, caring, and very detail-oriented. Perhaps
there is a touch of the mother hen there too.

1st House - Sign Libra on Cusp
Keywords: Social
Natal:
You are very outgoing in your manner, with everything
private kept private, and what appears as very much for
public consumption. You are social.
Transit:
Here is a moment when you are very outgoing in your
manner, with everything private kept private, and what
does appear is very much for public consumption. A social
time.

1st House - Sign Scorpio on Cusp
Keywords: All Business
Natal:
You come across probably as quite intense, perhaps a bit
preoccupied, and most definitely ready for business,
whatever that may be. You appear critical or analytical.
Transit:
Right now, you come across probably as quite intense,
perhaps a bit preoccupied, and most definitely ready for
business, whatever that may be. You may appear critical
or analytical.

1st House - Sign Sagittarius on Cusp
Keywords: Frank and Honest
Natal:
With you, what you see is what you get, and you appear
just as you are, frank, honest, and perhaps at times even
too direct.
Transit:
This is a time where what you see is what you get, and
you appear just as you are, frank, honest, and perhaps at
this time even too direct.

1st House - Sign Capricorn on Cusp
Keywords: Managerial
Natal:
You come across as very practical, capable, and very
managerial. You communicate that you are in charge or at
least willing and able to be.
Transit:
This a perfect time for you to come across as very
practical, capable, and very managerial. You can
communicate that you are in charge or at least willing and
able to be.

1st House - Sign Aquarius on Cusp
Keywords: Community Active
Natal:
You come across as open and even communal, or at least
very community-oriented. Your willingness to be a team
player is obvious.
Transit:
Now is a time when you come across as open and even
communal, or at least very community-oriented. Your
willingness to be a team player is obvious to all.

1st House - Sign Pisces on Cusp
Keywords: Actively Accepting
Natal:
It is obvious at first meeting, that you are very
understanding and accepting of others, perhaps even
somewhat self-sacrificing. You have psychological skills,
and enjoy working with others.
Transit:
It is obvious at this time that you are very understanding
and accepting of others, perhaps even somewhat selfsacrificing. You now have heightened psychological skills,
and may enjoy working with others.

2nd House - Sign Aries on Cusp
Keywords: Actively Productive
Natal:
You are active, perhaps even aggressive, when it comes
to productivity, looking after your own, and providing for
your own support network.
Transit:
A time that can find you active, perhaps even aggressive,
when it comes to productivity, looking after your own, and
providing for your own support network.

2nd House - Sign Taurus on Cusp
Keywords: Productive Fertility
Natal:
You are naturally very productive, fertile might be a better
word, and you can draw on deep resources to create just
the right support environment.
Transit:
A time during which you are naturally very productive,
fertile might be a better word, and you can draw on deep
resources to create just the right support environment.

2nd House - Sign Gemini on Cusp
Keywords: Growing Friends
Natal:
Communication and communicating, the mind in all its
facets, is one area where you are naturally productive, and
able to create a support environment where you can
thrive.
Transit:
A time for communication and communicating, when the
mind in all its facets, is one area where you are naturally
productive, able to create a support environment where
you can thrive.

2nd House - Sign Cancer on Cusp
Keywords: Growing Family
Natal:
The most productive and fertile environment for you, one
in which you can thrive and prosper, is as close as your
own home an family. Productivity at home is indicated.
Transit:
The most productive and fertile environment for you just
now, one in which you can thrive and prosper, is as close
as your own home an family. Productivity at home is
indicated at this time.

2nd House - Sign Leo on Cusp
Keywords: Growing Children/Creativity
Natal:
A creative environment, one with plenty of self-expression,
is where you will prosper and thrive. You are productive,
when you feel creative and are expressing yourself.
Transit:
A creative environment, a time with plenty of selfexpression, where you can prosper and thrive. You are
productive, when you feel creative and are expressing
yourself.

2nd House - Sign Virgo on Cusp
Keywords: Growing Care and Concern
Natal:
An environment of care and attention to detail is one
where you will prosper and be most productive, one where
healing, nurturing, and care are the keywords.
Transit:
A time during which you will find yourself in an
environment of care and attention to detail, where you can
prosper and be most productive, where healing, nurturing,
and care are the keywords.

2nd House - Sign Libra on Cusp
Keywords: Growing a Public
Natal:
A public life and mixing with society at large is an
environment in which you can thrive and probably be most
productive. A social being.
Transit:
A public life and a time for mixing with society at large,
making for an environment in which you can thrive and
probably be most productive. A social being just now.

2nd House - Sign Scorpio on Cusp
Keywords: Growing a Business
Natal:
Deep in the world of business, where many wither an die,
is an environment where you can prosper and thrive,
putting your analytical skills to work in real productivity.
Transit:
Deep in the world of business, where many wither an die,
is an environment just at this time where you can prosper
and thrive, putting your analytical skills to work in real
productivity.

2nd House - Sign Sagittarius on Cusp
Keywords: Growing the Spirit
Natal:
You perhaps only feel productive when you are engaged
in the world of ideas (philosophy, etc.) or the spiritual
(religion, mysticism, etc.). This is an environment where
you shine and feel most at home.
Transit:
This may be a time when you perhaps only feel productive
when you are engaged in the world of ideas (philosophy,
etc.) or the spiritual (religion, mysticism, etc.). This is an
environment where you shine and feel most at home.

2nd House - Sign Capricorn on Cusp
Keywords: Growing Management
Natal:
You feel most at home in the world of management and
managing, an area as natural to you as a fish to water,
and one where you can prosper and thrive.
Transit:
You feel most at home just now in the world of
management and managing, an area as natural to you at
this time as a fish to water, and one where you can
prosper and thrive.

2nd House - Sign Aquarius on Cusp
Keywords: Growing Community
Natal:
You may feel most productive and worthwhile when you
are engaged in some community project or goal. The
community itself is a world in which you most feel at home
and one where you can thrive.
Transit:
You may feel most productive and worthwhile during this
time when you are engaged in some community project or
goal. The community itself is now a world in which you
most feel at home and one where you can thrive.

2nd House - Sign Pisces on Cusp
Keywords: Growing Acceptance
Natal:
You may only feel truly productive when you are working
with and helping others, sharing your understanding, deep
sense of acceptance, and personal self-sacrifice.
Transit:
You may only feel truly productive just now when you are
working with and helping others, sharing your
understanding, deep sense of acceptance, and personal
self-sacrifice.

3rd House - Sign Aries on Cusp
Keywords: Actively Communicating
Natal:
You are an active and direct communicator, probably not
wasting much time on ambiance or nostalgia, but always
getting right to the point.
Transit:
You are right now an active and direct communicator,
probably not wasting much time on ambiance or nostalgia,
but getting right to the point.

3rd House - Sign Taurus on Cusp
Keywords: Productive Communications
Natal:
Communications and communicating are for you very
productive, and usually an enriching experience. You grow
friends and connections, like farmers grow wheat.
Transit:
Communications and communicating are for you right now
very productive, and probably an enriching experience.
During this time, you can grow friends and connections,
like farmers grow wheat.

3rd House - Sign Gemini on Cusp
Keywords: Pure Connectivity
Natal:
You are an ace when it comes to any and all means and
manner of communications. You are the communicator,
bar none, and probably are pretty good at any kind of
investigative work, as well.
Transit:
Here is a time when you are an ace when it comes to any
and all means and manner of communications. Right now
you are the communicator, bar none, and probably are
pretty good at any kind of investigative work, as well.

3rd House - Sign Cancer on Cusp
Keywords: Family Connections
Natal:
You are perhaps somewhat private, when it comes to
communicating and communications, and may even
reserve much of your talk and messaging for your own
home and family. Your family is where you are most
communicative.
Transit:
You are perhaps feeling somewhat private just now when
it comes to communicating and communications, and may
even reserve much of your talk and messaging for your
own home and family. Your family is where you are most
communicative during this time.

3rd House - Sign Leo on Cusp
Keywords: Creative Communications
Natal:
When it comes to communications and communicating,
you are very creative in your forms of expression, and just
naturally enthusiastic. You could communicate through the
arts, by word, speaking — you name it.
Transit:
When it comes to communications and communicating,
right now you are very creative in your forms of
expression, and just naturally enthusiastic. You can
communicate through the arts, by word, speaking — you
name it.

3rd House - Sign Virgo on Cusp
Keywords: Network of Care
Natal:
You may be very conservative (read: careful) in your
communications, and probably communicate not only with
care, but also convey a sense of care and concern, as
well.
Transit:
You may find yourself just now very conservative (read:
careful) in your communications, and probably
communicate not only with care, but also convey a sense
of care and concern, as well.

3rd House - Sign Libra on Cusp
Keywords: Social Network
Natal:
You may be very social in your communications, preferring
a public forms of communication to private conversations.
You think of the other person, every time.
Transit:
You may find yourself being very conservative (read:
careful) in your communications just now, and probably
communicate not only with care, but also convey a sense
of concern as well.

3rd House - Sign Scorpio on Cusp
Keywords: Business Communications
Natal:
When it comes to communications, you communicate,
above all, pure business. No time for small talk, you get
right down to it, the nitty-gritty, right off the bat.
Transit:
When it comes to communications during this time, you
communicate, above all, pure business. This is no time for
small talk. You get right down to it, the nitty-gritty, right off
the bat.

3rd House - Sign Sagittarius on Cusp
Keywords: Spiritual Exchange
Natal:
Your communications probably are very spiritual in nature,
filled with philosophical or religious sentiments, and not
idle chit-chat.
Transit:
Your communications probably are very spiritual in nature
just now, filled with philosophical or religious sentiments,
and not with idle chit-chat.

3rd House - Sign Capricorn on Cusp
Keywords: Managing Communications
Natal:
You communicate, but in a very organized manner. It
might better be said that you manage your
communications, more like a switchboard than a
participant.
Transit:
You communicate well during this time, but in a very
organized manner. It might better be said that you manage
your communications, more like a switchboard than a
participant.

3rd House - Sign Aquarius on Cusp
Keywords: Community Connections
Natal:
You would prefer to communicate not one-to-one but to
the community at large, for that is the audience you are
most concerned with. Community communications.
Transit:
During this time, you may prefer to communicate not oneto-one but to the community at large, for that is the
audience you are most concerned with. Community
communications.

3rd House - Sign Pisces on Cusp
Keywords: Embracing Communication
Natal:
You share communications with others, and always with
something more of a message than just to say hello. You
communicate understanding, acceptance, and a sense of
self-sacrifice.
Transit:
During this time, you may find yourself sharing
communications with others, and always with something
more of a message than just to say hello. You
communicate understanding, acceptance, and a sense of
self-sacrifice.

4th House - Sign Aries on Cusp
Keywords: Active Homemaking
Natal:
When it comes to security issues, in particular, involving
your home and family, you are very active, perhaps we
could even say aggressive.
Transit:
At this time, when it comes to security issues, in particular,
involving your home and family, you are very active,
perhaps we could even say aggressive.

4th House - Sign Taurus on Cusp
Keywords: Family Support
Natal:
You look to your home and family for support and
nourishment, and find it. They are your security blanket.
Transit:
You will find yourself looking to your home and family for
support and nourishment just now, and find it. They are
your security blanket.

4th House - Sign Gemini on Cusp
Keywords: Family Exchange
Natal:
Your home and family are your primary source of
communication, and you feel secure in exchanging and
communicating with your loved ones.
Transit:
Your home and family right now are your primary source
of communication, and you feel secure in exchanging and
communicating with your loved ones.

4th House - Sign Cancer on Cusp
Keywords: Home & Family
Natal:
Your security is your home and family, and that is
sacrosanct. They are the be all and end all.
Transit:
Your security during this time is your home and family, and
that is sacrosanct. They are the be-all and end-all.

4th House - Sign Leo on Cusp
Keywords: Family Creativity
Natal:
You look to your home and family for creative release, and
it is through and with them that you best express yourself.
Transit:
You look to your home and family right now for creative
release, and it is through and with them that you best
express yourself.

4th House - Sign Virgo on Cusp
Keywords: Family Care
Natal:
Like an old mama hen, you are the caretaker and care
giver, when it comes to your own home and family.
Transit:
Like an old mama hen, during this time you are the
caretaker and care -giver, when it comes to your own
home and family.

4th House - Sign Libra on Cusp
Keywords: Social Family
Natal:
About as public as you get is with your own home and
family. They are the society you seek.
Transit:
Right now, about as public as you get is with your own
home and family. They are the society you seek.

4th House - Sign Scorpio on Cusp
Keywords: Family Business
Natal:
You definitely bring your business home, because that
may well be the best place to have a business, at home,
with them.
Transit:
During this time, you definitely bring your business home,
because that may well be the best place to have a
business, at home, with them.

4th House - Sign Sagittarius on Cusp
Keywords: Spiritual Family
Natal:
Your home and family might just as well be your church,
because your idea of what is spiritual and even religious
starts and ends there.
Transit:
Your home and family during this time might just as well
be your church, because your idea of what is spiritual and
even religious starts and ends there.

4th House - Sign Capricorn on Cusp
Keywords: Family Management
Natal:
You feel secure with your own home and family, and
probably are the general manager there, above all. You
are a practical homemaker.
Transit:
You feel secure right now with your own home and family,
and probably are the general manager there, above all.
You feel like a practical homemaker.

4th House - Sign Aquarius on Cusp
Keywords: Community Family
Natal:
Your own home and family is your community or your
whole community is your home and family, whichever
comes first.
Transit:
During this time, your own home and family is your
community or your whole community is your home and
family, whichever comes first.

4th House - Sign Pisces on Cusp
Keywords: Family Acceptance
Natal:
Your own home and family is where you will learn
understanding, acceptance, and self-sacrifice, and not
elsewhere.
Transit:
During this time, your own home and family is where you
will learn understanding, acceptance, and self-sacrifice,
and not elsewhere.

5th House - Sign Aries on Cusp
Keywords: Creatively Active
Natal:
When it comes to self expression and creativity, you are
very direct, usually taking immediate action, rather than
thinking things through. And often the first thought is the
best thought. No secrets here; you wear your heart on
your sleeve.
Transit:
When it comes to self expression and creativity during this
time, you are very direct, usually taking immediate action,
rather than thinking things through. And often the first
thought is the best thought. No secrets here; you wear
your heart on your sleeve.

5th House - Sign Taurus on Cusp
Keywords: Creatively Supportive
Natal:
You express yourself, perhaps best, through your
productivity, and probably feel most creative when building
something, making things from ideas.
Transit:
Right now, you may find you express yourself, perhaps
best, through your productivity, and probably feel most
creative when building something, making things from
ideas.

5th House - Sign Gemini on Cusp
Keywords: Creative Ideas
Natal:
You express yourself through your connections, in
particular via communication and communicating of all
kinds: email, phone, speech, writing -- you name it.
Communication is the way you are creative.
Transit:
You express yourself during this time through your
connections, in particular via communication and
communicating of all kinds: email, phone, speech, writing - you name it. Communication is the way you are creative.

5th House - Sign Cancer on Cusp
Keywords: Family Creativity
Natal:
You are proud of and express yourself through your home
and family, and this is where you feel most creative -surrounded by your loved ones and in the security of your
own home.
Transit:
During this time, you are proud of and express yourself
through your home and family, and this is where you feel
most creative -- surrounded by your loved ones and in the
security of your own home.

5th House - Sign Leo on Cusp
Keywords: Creative Expression
Natal:
Creativity is a real passion with you, and you naturally find
many ways to express yourself, whether in the arts, music,
theater, sports or as a teacher or coach. Your enthusiasm
is catching.
Transit:
Creativity is a real passion with you right now, and you
naturally find many ways to express yourself, whether in
the arts, music, theater, sports or as a teacher or coach.
Your enthusiasm is catching.

5th House - Sign Virgo on Cusp
Keywords: Expressing Care
Natal:
Your major outlet for creativity and self-expression is
through the care and consideration you lavish on people
and things, whatever project you currently are concerned
with.
Transit:
Your major outlet for creativity and self-expression right
now is through the care and consideration you lavish on
people and things, whatever project you currently are
concerned with.

5th House - Sign Libra on Cusp
Keywords: Public Expression
Natal:
Your ideas of self expression generally are acted out in
public, in full view of society. That's the way you like it and
it satisfies that creative urge within yourself.
Transit:
Your ideas of self expression generally are acted out in
public during this time, in full view of society. That's the
way you like it and it satisfies that creative urge within
yourself.

5th House - Sign Scorpio on Cusp
Keywords: Expressly Critical
Natal:
You tend to express yourself analytically, and probably
related to some business decision or another, where you
cut through red tape and get right down to the nitty-gritty.
You feel creative when you are in business mode.
Transit:
Right now, you tend to express yourself analytically, and
probably related to some business decision or another,
where you cut through red tape and get right down to the
nitty-gritty. You feel creative when you are in business
mode.

5th House - Sign Sagittarius on Cusp
Keywords: Express The Truth
Natal:
Your idea of creative self expression is paring down
philosophical and religious concepts to their core, to their
seed ideas. You like your truth neat.
Transit:
At this time, your idea of creative self expression is paring
down philosophical and religious concepts to their core, to
their seed ideas. You like your truth neat.

5th House - Sign Capricorn on Cusp
Keywords: Managing Creativity
Natal:
You feel perhaps most creative and self-expressive, when
you are in the midst of a situation that requires
management, and you are doing the managing.
Transit:
You feel perhaps most creative now and even selfexpressive when you are in the midst of a situation that
requires management, and you are doing the managing.

5th House - Sign Aquarius on Cusp
Keywords: Community Expression
Natal:
Your major outlet for self expression is usually the
community around you or at least some communityrelated project. This brings out the creativity in you.
Transit:
Your major outlet for self-expression during this time may
be the community around you or at least some
community-related project. This brings out the creativity in
you.

5th House - Sign Pisces on Cusp
Keywords: Creative Acceptance
Natal:
Your idea of self-expression usually comes in the work
you do with other people, and your creativity is usually
walking around on two feet.
Transit:
Right now, your idea of self-expression usually comes in
the work you do with other people, and your creativity is
usually walking around on two feet.

6th House - Sign Aries on Cusp
Keywords: Actively Caring
Natal:
Your idea of care and concern is usually quite direct,
taking action now, rather than simply talking about it. You
believe in active care.
Transit:
Your idea of care and concern at this time may be quite
direct, taking action now, rather than simply talking about
it. You believe in active care.

6th House - Sign Taurus on Cusp
Keywords: Care and Support
Natal:
You show your concern for something and that you really
care by lending your support, whether financially or
morally. You back up your promises with productive
support.
Transit:
A time when you show your concern for something and
that you really care by lending your support, whether
financially or morally. You back up your promises with
productive support.

6th House - Sign Gemini on Cusp
Keywords: Communicating Care
Natal:
You show that you care through contact, by establishing
closer connections, and by keeping the channels of
communication open and operating.
Transit:
At this time, you may show that you care through contact,
by establishing closer connections, and by keeping the
channels of communication open and operating.

6th House - Sign Cancer on Cusp
Keywords: Home Care
Natal:
With you, the idea of care and care-taking starts at home,
and you show your concern directly, with your family and
friends.
Transit:
With you, during this time, the idea of care and care-taking
starts at home, and you show your concern directly, with
your family and friends.

6th House - Sign Leo on Cusp
Keywords: Creative Care
Natal:
You show that you care outwardly, and usually with great
enthusiasm. You express your concern in very obvious
and often creative ways.
Transit:
You show that you care outwardly just now, and probably
with great enthusiasm. You express your concern in very
obvious and often creative ways.

6th House - Sign Virgo on Cusp
Keywords: Care and Concern
Natal:
You always care, and your concern is obvious to all who
come to know you. You try to save every one and every
cause, and make the most you can out of each.
Transit:
You always care, and your concern is obvious to all who
come to know you. But right now, you may find yourself
trying to save every one and every cause, and make the
most you can out of each.

6th House - Sign Libra on Cusp
Keywords: Public Care
Natal:
You show your concern and the fact that you care quite
publicly and in ways society can see and understand.
Transit:
You show your concern just now, and the fact that you
care, quite publicly and in ways society can see and
understand.

6th House - Sign Scorpio on Cusp
Keywords: Critical Care
Natal:
Believe it or not your idea of caring and concern is to
share your analysis of a situation, cutting through the chaff
and getting right down to the kernel, every time.
Transit:
Believe it or not, your idea of caring and concern during
this time may be to share your analysis of a situation,
cutting through the chaff and getting right down to the
kernel, every time.

6th House - Sign Sagittarius on Cusp
Keywords: Spiritual Care
Natal:
One thing you very much care for are spiritual ideas,
whether philosophy or religion, and you show your
concern for these subjects by how you value and protect
them.
Transit:
One thing you very much care for during this time are
spiritual ideas, whether philosophy or religion, and you
show your concern for these subjects by how you value
and protect them.

6th House - Sign Capricorn on Cusp
Keywords: Care in Management
Natal:
The fact that you care and just how much you care is
perhaps most visible when you are in charge of some
project, large or small, and in the midst of managing the
situation.
Transit:
The fact that you care and just how much you care is
perhaps most visible right now, in particular when you are
in charge of some project, large or small, and in the midst
of managing the situation.

6th House - Sign Aquarius on Cusp
Keywords: Community Care
Natal:
You care deeply and show your concern for anything that
has to do with people coming together, with community
and communities -- people working together for a common
goal.
Transit:
You care deeply just now and show your concern for
anything that has to do with people coming together, with
community and communities -- people working together
for a common goal.

6th House - Sign Pisces on Cusp
Keywords: Total Care
Natal:
You obviously care for life on this earth and for creatures
on the planet, and you show your concern daily, in your
understanding, your readiness to accept others just as you
are, and you willingness to sacrifice yourself for what you
believe in.
Transit:
During this time, you obviously care for life on this earth
and for creatures on the planet, and you show your
concern daily, in your understanding, your readiness to
accept others just as they are, and your willingness to
sacrifice yourself for what you believe in.

7th House - Sign Aries on Cusp
Keywords: Public Action
Natal:
Your key to the public, whether that be fame or success,
will be the result of your own actions, putting yourself
forward, staking out a position, and generally being
aggressive -- action.
Transit:
Your key to the public during this time, whether that be
fame or success, will be the result of your own actions,
putting yourself forward, staking out a position, and
generally being aggressive -- action.

7th House - Sign Taurus on Cusp
Keywords: Public Support
Natal:
Public recognition will come to you by way of your
productivity and general usefulness, and the willingness to
provide support and resources of one kind or another.
Transit:
Public recognition right now will come to you by way of
your productivity and general usefulness, and the
willingness to provide support and resources of one kind
or another.

7th House - Sign Gemini on Cusp
Keywords: Public Communication
Natal:
The key to any kind of public recognition will come through
communications, and your ability to communicate, whether
that be through ideas, words, speaking -- oral or written.
You may be a successful writer.
Transit:
The key to any kind of public recognition just now will
come through communications, and your ability to
communicate, whether that be through ideas, words,
speaking -- oral or written. You may be successful writing.

7th House - Sign Cancer on Cusp
Keywords: Public Home
Natal:
Any public limelight or success will come to you through
your home and family, either through your collective efforts
or through one of your family members.
Transit:
During this time, any public limelight or success will come
to you through your home and family, either through your
collective efforts or through one of your family members.

7th House - Sign Leo on Cusp
Keywords: Public Expression
Natal:
You will get public attention and perhaps some fame by
way of your own creative expression, and this could be
through the arts, theater, music, sports, teaching, etc.,
whatever allows you to fully and freely express your
creativity.
Transit:
You will get public attention and perhaps some fame by
way of your own creative expression during this time, and
this could be through the arts, theater, music, sports,
teaching, etc., whatever allows you to fully and freely
express your creativity.

7th House - Sign Virgo on Cusp
Keywords: Public Conservation
Natal:
The public will recognize you and reward you with its
attention by way of your curatorial abilities, your ability to
care and attend to details in some care-related activity,
whether in a health field or some activity requiring careful
organization and tending.
Transit:
The public will recognize you and reward you with its
attention right now by way of your curatorial abilities, your
ability to care and attend to details in some care-related
activity, whether in a health field or some activity requiring
careful organization and tending.

7th House - Sign Libra on Cusp
Keywords: The General Public
Natal:
You may well be a prominent public figure, and society
and the public at large is a natural area for you work in
and shine. You are in the limelight.
Transit:
During this time, you may well be somewhat more of a
prominent public figure, and society and the public at large
is a natural area for you work in and shine. You are in the
limelight, if only briefly.

7th House - Sign Scorpio on Cusp
Keywords: Public Analysis
Natal:
You could receive public attention and probably some
limelight through your business savvy and predilection for
critical analysis -- getting right down to the nitty-gritty.
Transit:
During this time, you could receive public attention and
probably some limelight through your business savvy and
predilection for critical analysis -- getting right down to the
nitty-gritty.

7th House - Sign Sagittarius on Cusp
Keywords: Public Truth
Natal:
Your share of fame and public limelight may come from
your interest in spiritual and philosophical ideas, and your
abiding pursuit of these subjects.
Transit:
Your share of fame and public limelight just now may
come from your interest in spiritual and philosophical
ideas, and your abiding pursuit of these subjects.

7th House - Sign Capricorn on Cusp
Keywords: Public Management
Natal:
You can shine and perhaps even receive public
recognition and your share of fame from your keen
management abilities, your love of the practical, and being
in charge of large, complex operations.
Transit:
You can now shine and perhaps even receive public
recognition and your share of fame from your keen
management abilities, your love of the practical, and being
in charge of large, complex operations.

7th House - Sign Aquarius on Cusp
Keywords: Public Volunteers
Natal:
You may receive public acknowledgement for your
community service -- working in, with, and for the
community. The life of the community is a key element in
your makeup.
Transit:
You may receive public acknowledgement just now for
your community service -- working in, with, and for the
community. The life of the community is a key element in
your makeup.

7th House - Sign Pisces on Cusp
Keywords: Public Acceptance
Natal:
You may receive public recognition and your own share of
fame for your kindness to others, your willingness to
sacrifice yourself for what you believe is good, and your
acceptance if difficult working conditions.
Transit:
You may receive public recognition during this time and
your own share of fame, for your kindness to others, your
willingness to sacrifice yourself for what you believe is
good, and your acceptance of difficult working conditions.

8th House - Sign Aries on Cusp
Keywords: Critical Action
Natal:
The key to a successful business strategy for you has to
do with direct action on your part -- simple
aggressiveness. Staking out your territory, making yourself
known, and taking positive steps is the key.
Transit:
The key to a successful business strategy for you during
this time has to do with direct action on your part -- simple
aggressiveness. Staking out your territory, making yourself
known, and taking positive steps is the key.

8th House - Sign Taurus on Cusp
Keywords: Critical Support
Natal:
The key to a successful business strategy for you has to
do with your approach, which should be one of listening,
one where you respond to what is presented to you, and
build from that. Your productivity and ability to respond
(responsibility) is the key.
Transit:
The key to a successful business strategy for you during
this time has to do with your approach, which should be
one of listening, one where you respond to what is
presented to you, and build from that. Your productivity
and ability to respond (responsibility) is the key.

8th House - Sign Gemini on Cusp
Keywords: Critical Ideas
Natal:
The key to a successful business strategy for you has to
do with keeping the lines of communication open and
operational. Communicating via ideas, words, and
concepts is the key.
Transit:
The key to a successful business strategy for you during
this time has to do with keeping the lines of
communication open and operational. Communicating via
ideas, words, and concepts is the key.

8th House - Sign Cancer on Cusp
Keywords: Home Business
Natal:
The key to a successful business strategy for you has to
do with your home and family, which could suggest a
business arising from the family or some member of the
family, or having a home business -- working at home.
Transit:
The key to a successful business strategy for you during
this time has to do with your home and family, which could
suggest a business arising from the family or some
member of the family, or having a home business -working at home.

8th House - Sign Leo on Cusp
Keywords: Business of Creativity
Natal:
The key to a successful business strategy for you will
depend on your own natural creativity and the ability to
express it, so look for success in some field of creative
expression, whether that be the arts, sports, teaching -what-have-you.
Transit:
The key to a successful business strategy for you during
this time will depend on your own natural creativity and the
ability to express it, so look for success in some field of
creative expression, whether that be the arts, sports,
teaching -- what-have-you.

8th House - Sign Virgo on Cusp
Keywords: Critical Conservation
Natal:
The key to a successful business strategy for you will
revolve around your natural sense of carefulness and
attention to detail, what we can call your curatorial skills.
Taking care and organizing things is the key.
Transit:
The key to a successful business strategy for you during
this time will revolve around your natural sense of
carefulness and attention to detail, what we can call your
curatorial skills. Taking care and organizing things is the
key.

8th House - Sign Libra on Cusp
Keywords: Public Criticism
Natal:
The key to a successful business strategy for you will
probably have to do with the public, getting out in society
where you can see and be seen. Public visibility may be
the key.
Transit:
The key to a successful business strategy during this time
for you will probably have to do with the public, getting out
in society where you can see and be seen. Public visibility
may be the key.

8th House - Sign Scorpio on Cusp
Keywords: Business Analysis
Natal:
The key to a successful business strategy for you can be
just about any business you come across, because when
it comes to business savvy and skills, you are a natural.
Transit:
The key to a successful business strategy for you during
this time can be just about any business you come across,
because when it comes to business savvy and skills, you
are a natural.

8th House - Sign Sagittarius on Cusp
Keywords: Truthful Criticism
Natal:
The key to a successful business strategy for you may
come from spiritual or inspirational themes, such as
philosophy and/or religion. You attention to truth and
honesty may also be your key to success.
Transit:
The key to a successful business strategy for you during
this time may come from spiritual or inspirational themes,
such as philosophy and/or religion. You attention to truth
and honesty may also be your key to success.

8th House - Sign Capricorn on Cusp
Keywords: Critical Management
Natal:
The key to a successful business strategy depends on
your management skills, and the skillful use of these skill.
You naturally manage well, and this ability could be the
key to your success.
Transit:
The key to a successful business strategy during this time
depends on your management skills, and the skillful use of
these skills. You naturally manage well, and this ability
could be the key to your success.

8th House - Sign Aquarius on Cusp
Keywords: Community Analysis
Natal:
The key to a successful business strategy depends on
your relationship to community and everything communal.
You have natural skills, when it comes to working with, in,
and for a community, and this can lead to real success.
Transit:
The key to a successful business strategy during this time
depends on your relationship to community and everything
communal. You have natural skills, when it comes to
working with, in, and for a community, and this can lead to
real success.

8th House - Sign Pisces on Cusp
Keywords: Critical Acceptance
Natal:
The key to a successful business strategy for you depends
on your being patient and accepting of bumps in the road,
and your ability to sacrifice yourself for the goals you seek.
Success through a bit of long-suffering.
Transit:
The key to a successful business strategy for you during
this time depends on your being patient and accepting of
bumps in the road, and your ability to sacrifice yourself for
the goals you seek. Success through a bit of longsuffering.

9th House - Sign Aries on Cusp
Keywords: Direct Action
Natal:
Your idea of religion and the spiritual life may be as close
as the nearest forest and ski slope -- something that
involves activity on your part -- getting out there. Not one
to passively sit by, you find truth in action and plenty of it.
Transit:
Your idea of religion and the spiritual life during this time
may be as close as the nearest forest and ski slope -something that involves activity on your part -- getting out
there. Not one to passively sit by, you find truth in action
and plenty of it.

9th House - Sign Taurus on Cusp
Keywords: Support For Truth
Natal:
Your idea of religion and the spiritual life may come from
the support and nourishment you bring to others or to
whatever areas in you life call for assistance. You find
peace through productivity, building things up, and being
of use.
Transit:
Your idea of religion and the spiritual life during this time
may come from the support and nourishment you bring to
others or to whatever areas in you life call for assistance.
You find peace through productivity, building things up,
and being of use.

9th House - Sign Gemini on Cusp
Keywords: Honest Communication
Natal:
Your idea of religion and the spiritual life may well come
more from your sense of communication and staying in
touch with those around you, rather than from church. You
find communicating, whether spoken or written, to be a
touchstone to truth.
Transit:
Your idea of religion and the spiritual life during this time
may well come more from your sense of communication
and staying in touch with those around you, rather than
from church. You find communicating, whether spoken or
written, to be a touchstone to truth.

9th House - Sign Cancer on Cusp
Keywords: Truth at Home
Natal:
Your idea of religion and the spiritual life may well be the
home and family you hold dear, and no church is as close
to your heart and soul as your loved ones.
Transit:
Your idea of religion and the spiritual life during this time
may well be the home and family you hold dear, and no
church is as close to your heart and soul as your loved
ones.

9th House - Sign Leo on Cusp
Keywords: Creative Truth
Natal:
Your idea of religion and the spiritual life may not so much
be in church, but in your own creativity and in the many
ways you express that creativity - the arts, music, writing,
theater, etc. This is one place you find peace.
Transit:
Your idea of religion and the spiritual life during this time
may not so much be in church, but in your own creativity
and in the many ways you express that creativity - the
arts, music, writing, theater, etc. This is one place you find
peace.

9th House - Sign Virgo on Cusp
Keywords: Care for Truth
Natal:
Your idea of religion and the spiritual life may be found
more in your daily routine and the details of life, rather
than just in church. You find peace through caring for
things and people, doing what you can to sustain and
make the most of life's opportunities.
Transit:
Your idea of religion and the spiritual life during this time
may be found more in your daily routine and the details of
life, rather than just in church. You find peace through
caring for things and people, doing what you can to
sustain and make the most of life's opportunities.

9th House - Sign Libra on Cusp
Keywords: Public Truth
Natal:
Your idea of religion and the spiritual life may be found
more in public life, than just at Sunday service. Being out
in society, active in the public eye, is a source of
inspiration and even peace for you.
Transit:
Your idea of religion and the spiritual life during this time
may be found more in public life, than just at Sunday
service. Being out in society, active in the public eye, is a
source of inspiration and even peace for you.

9th House - Sign Scorpio on Cusp
Keywords: Truth in Business
Natal:
Your idea of religion and the spiritual life may be found as
much in the world of business around you as in going to
church once a week. You find inspiration and even peace
in the day-to-day transactions of dong business. You may
also probe into the esoteric and occult.
Transit:
Your idea of religion and the spiritual life during this time
may be found as much in the world of business around
you as in going to church once a week. You find
inspiration and even peace in the day-to-day transactions
of doing business. You may also probe into the esoteric
and occult.

9th House - Sign Sagittarius on Cusp
Keywords: Religious Truth
Natal:
Your idea of religion and the spiritual life is probably pretty
traditional and you take to philosophy and spiritual ideas
like a duck to water. Religion, in whatever flavor you
prefer, is natural to you.
Transit:
Your idea of religion and the spiritual life during this time is
probably pretty traditional and you take to philosophy and
spiritual ideas like a duck to water. Religion, in whatever
flavor you prefer, is natural to you.

9th House - Sign Capricorn on Cusp
Keywords: Truth in Management
Natal:
Your idea of religion and the spiritual life may not only be
restricted to a church service. You find inspiration in the
practical workings of everyday existence, and find peace
in managing all the details that require your attention.
Transit:
Your idea of religion and the spiritual life during this time
may not only be restricted to a church service. You find
inspiration in the practical workings of everyday existence,
and find peace in managing all the details that require your
attention.

9th House - Sign Aquarius on Cusp
Keywords: Truth in Community
Natal:
Your idea of religion and the spiritual life may not so much
be limited to Sunday school. You find inspiration, and true
peace and joy in the community around you, and you also
serve that community with reverence.
Transit:
Your idea of religion and the spiritual life during this time
may not so much be limited to Sunday school. You find
inspiration, and true peace and joy in the community
around you, and you also serve that community with
reverence.

9th House - Sign Pisces on Cusp
Keywords: Accepting Truth
Natal:
Your idea of religion and the spiritual life may not be
limited to Sunday church. You are at church all the time,
and you demonstrate this by the patience, long-suffering,
and acceptance you show to your fellow man.
Transit:
Your idea of religion and the spiritual life during this time
may not be limited to Sunday church. You are at church all
the time, and you demonstrate this by the patience, longsuffering, and acceptance you show to your fellow man.

10th House - Sign Aries on Cusp
Keywords: Practical Action
Natal:
You have true insight and are at your most practical when
you are involved in action, in motion, and in the process of
asserting yourself. You dare.
Transit:
Right now, you may have true insight and are at your most
practical when you are involved in action, in motion, and in
the process of asserting yourself. You dare.

10th House - Sign Taurus on Cusp
Keywords: Managed Productivity
Natal:
You have true insight and are at your most practical when
you feel useful, are busy and productive, and most of all:
responsible. You have the ability to respond.
Transit:
Right now, you may have true insight and are at your most
practical when you feel useful, are busy and productive,
and most of all: responsible. You have the ability to
respond.

10th House - Sign Gemini on Cusp
Keywords: Managed Communication
Natal:
You have your truest insights and are probably at your
most practical when you are making connections and
involved in communicating with others -- written or spoken.
Transit:
Right now, you may have your truest insights and are
probably at your most practical when you are making
connections and involved in communicating with others -written or spoken.

10th House - Sign Cancer on Cusp
Keywords: Family Management
Natal:
You have your truest insights and are probably at your
most practical when you at home and with your family.
You probably bring new meaning to the term "family
management." You love it.
Transit:
Right now, you may have your truest insights and are
probably at your most practical when you at home and
with your family. You probably bring new meaning to the
term "family management." You love it.

10th House - Sign Leo on Cusp
Keywords: Managed Creativity
Natal:
You have your truest insights and are probably at your
most practical when you are involved in some form of
creative expression. You naturally manage your own
creativity, whether that be through the arts, music, sports,
theater, teaching -- what have you.
Transit:
Right now, you may have your truest insights and are
probably at your most practical when you are involved in
some form of creative expression. You naturally manage
your own creativity, whether that be through the arts,
music, sports, theater, teaching -- what have you.

10th House - Sign Virgo on Cusp
Keywords: Managed Care
Natal:
You have your truest insights and are probably at your
most practical when you are managing the details of some
project or another, in particular when it involves caring for
and protecting some person or thing.
Transit:
Right now, you may have your truest insights and are
probably at your most practical when you are managing
the details of some project or another, in particular when it
involves caring for and protecting some person or thing.

10th House - Sign Libra on Cusp
Keywords: Public Management
Natal:
You have your truest insights and are probably at your
most practical when you are involved with the public,
preferably in some management position or another. You
take to public life like a fish to water at these times.
Transit:
Right now, you may have your truest insights and are
probably at your most practical when you are involved with
the public, preferably in some management position or
another. You take to public life like a fish to water at these
times.

10th House - Sign Scorpio on Cusp
Keywords: Business Management
Natal:
You have your truest insights and are probably at your
most practical when embroiled in one aspect of the
business world or another. You love it, and are a natural
manager when it comes to business.
Transit:
Right now, you may have your truest insights and are
probably at your most practical when embroiled in one
aspect of the business world or another. You love it, and
are a natural manager when it comes to business.

10th House - Sign Sagittarius on Cusp
Keywords: Management of Truth
Natal:
You have your truest insights and are probably at your
most practical when contemplating some philosophical or
spiritual topic -- religious or otherwise. You love to manage
and work with these subjects.
Transit:
Right now, you may have your truest insights and are
probably at your most practical when contemplating some
philosophical or spiritual topic -- religious or otherwise.
You love to manage and work with these subjects.

10th House - Sign Capricorn on Cusp
Keywords: Practical Management
Natal:
You have your truest insights and are probably at your
most practical when involved in some management task,
whether simple or complex. When it comes to managing
things, you are a natural and have a real gift.
Transit:
Right now, you may have your truest insights and are
probably at your most practical when involved in some
management task, whether simple or complex. When it
comes to managing things, you are a natural and have a
real gift.

10th House - Sign Aquarius on Cusp
Keywords: Managed Community
Natal:
You have your truest insights and are probably at your
most practical when involved in some community oriented
task or project. At these times, you really come alive.
Transit:
Right now, you may have your truest insights and are
probably at your most practical when involved in some
community-oriented task or project. At these times, you
really come alive.

10th House - Sign Pisces on Cusp
Keywords: Managed Sacrifice
Natal:
You have your truest insights and are probably at your
most practical when involved in helping some person or
worthy cause, giving of yourself, making sacrifices, and
sharing your understanding.
Transit:
Right now, you may have your truest insights and are
probably at your most practical when involved in helping
some person or worthy cause, giving of yourself, making
sacrifices, and sharing your understanding.

11th House - Sign Aries on Cusp
Keywords: Community Action
Natal:
You show your altruism and sense of community and by
taking real action. You don't stand passively by, but tend
to jump in aggressively and do something.
Transit:
You show your altruism and sense of community during
this time by taking real action. You don't stand passively
by, but tend to jump in aggressively and do something.

11th House - Sign Taurus on Cusp
Keywords: Community Support
Natal:
You show your altruism and sense of community and by
lending your support, by giving a hand, pitching in, and
generally being productive.
Transit:
You show your altruism and sense of community during
this time by lending your support, by giving a hand,
pitching in, and generally being productive.

11th House - Sign Gemini on Cusp
Keywords: Community Communication
Natal:
You show your altruism and sense of community by
keeping the lines of communication open, by sharing
information, and networking.
Transit:
You show your altruism and sense of community during
this time by keeping the lines of communication open, by
sharing information, and networking.

11th House - Sign Cancer on Cusp
Keywords: Community Family
Natal:
You show your altruism and sense of community by
extending your own very evident sense of home and
family to the community at large. You make it one big
home and family.
Transit:
You show your altruism and sense of community during
this time by extending your own very evident sense of
home and family to the community at large. You make it
one big home and family.

11th House - Sign Leo on Cusp
Keywords: Creative Community
Natal:
You show your altruism and sense of community by
sharing your own creativity and helping to better express
the community concerns, and in creative ways.
Transit:
You show your altruism and sense of community during
this time by sharing your own creativity and helping to
better express the community concerns, and in creative
ways.

11th House - Sign Virgo on Cusp
Keywords: Community Care
Natal:
You show your altruism and sense of community by
helping out in the care department, attending to details,
and, like a mother hen, looking after just about everything
-- people and things.
Transit:
You show your altruism and sense of community during
this time by helping out in the care department, attending
to details, and, like a mother hen, looking after just about
everything -- people and things.

11th House - Sign Libra on Cusp
Keywords: Public Community
Natal:
You show your altruism and sense of community by
assuming a public and prominent role in that community -a community leader.
Transit:
You show your altruism and sense of community during
this time by assuming a public and prominent role in that
community -- a community leader.

11th House - Sign Scorpio on Cusp
Keywords: Community Criticism
Natal:
You show your altruism and sense of community by
getting into the real nuts and bolts of the business end of
community affairs. You dig right in and sort out the wheat
from the chaff.
Transit:
You show your altruism and sense of community during
this time by getting into the real nuts and bolts of the
business end of community affairs. You dig right in and
sort out the wheat from the chaff.

11th House - Sign Sagittarius on Cusp
Keywords: Community Worship
Natal:
You show your altruism and sense of community by
bringing folks together and uniting them in the common
spiritual goals they share, whether religious or
philosophical.
Transit:
You show your altruism and sense of community during
this time by bringing folks together and uniting them in the
common spiritual goals they share, whether religious or
philosophical.

11th House - Sign Capricorn on Cusp
Keywords: Community Management
Natal:
You show your altruism and sense of community by taking
over some of the management chores, which is a natural
for you. You help in community management.
Transit:
You show your altruism and sense of community during
this time by taking over some of the management chores,
which is a natural for you. You help in community
management.

11th House - Sign Aquarius on Cusp
Keywords: Alternative Community
Natal:
You show your altruism and sense of community by
bringing to the community, new alternatives, alternatives
that broaden and enrich the sense of what a community is
all about.
Transit:
You show your altruism and sense of community during
this time by bringing to the community, new alternatives,
alternatives that broaden and enrich the sense of what a
community is all about.

11th House - Sign Pisces on Cusp
Keywords: Community Acceptance
Natal:
You show your altruism and sense of community by giving
of yourself, tirelessly, demonstrating to others the value of
patience, acceptance, and self-sacrifice.
Transit:
You show your altruism and sense of community during
this time by giving of yourself, tirelessly, demonstrating to
others the value of patience, acceptance, and selfsacrifice.

12th House - Sign Aries on Cusp
Keywords: Active Acceptance
Natal:
Your way of acceptance, of enduring what is hard to
endure, involves doing something about it, taking action.
You don't just stand there and take it, but jump right in and
are counted. You act.
Transit:
Your way of acceptance during this time, of enduring what
is hard to endure, involves doing something about it,
taking action. You don't just stand there and take it, but
jump right in and are counted. You act.

12th House - Sign Taurus on Cusp
Keywords: Supporting Acceptance
Natal:
Your way of acceptance, of enduring what is hard to
endure in life, is by being productive -- producing. You
naturally respond to hard times by lending your support.
Transit:
Your way of acceptance during this time, of enduring what
is hard to endure in life, is by being productive -producing. You naturally respond to hard times by lending
your support.

12th House - Sign Gemini on Cusp
Keywords: Facilitating Information
Natal:
Your way of acceptance, of enduring what is hard to
endure in life, is by sharing information with others. You
like to stay in touch and communication of all kinds is how
your bear up under pressure.
Transit:
Your way of acceptance during this time, of enduring what
is hard to endure in life, is by sharing information with
others. You like to stay in touch and communication of all
kinds is how your bear up under pressure.

12th House - Sign Cancer on Cusp
Keywords: Embracing the Home
Natal:
Your way of acceptance, of enduring what is hard to
endure in life, is to turn to your home and family, and
embrace them. With your family by your side, you can put
up with almost anything.
Transit:
Your way of acceptance during this time, of enduring what
is hard to endure in life, is to turn to your home and family,
and embrace them. With your family by your side, you can
put up with almost anything.

12th House - Sign Leo on Cusp
Keywords: Embracing Creativity
Natal:
Your way of acceptance, of enduring what is hard to
endure in life, is through creativity. You stand up to life's
tribulations by expressing yourself, getting it out there,
where everyone can see it. Creative.
Transit:
Your way of acceptance during this time, of enduring what
is hard to endure in life, is through creativity. You stand up
to life's tribulations by expressing yourself, getting it out
there, where everyone can see it. Creative.

12th House - Sign Virgo on Cusp
Keywords: Embracing Care
Natal:
Your way of acceptance, of enduring what is hard to
endure in life, is through compassion, love, and care. You
respond to life's challenge by attending to the details, by
being even more careful and considerate.
Transit:
Your way of acceptance during this time, of enduring what
is hard to endure in life, is through compassion, love, and
care. You respond to life's challenge by attending to the
details, by being even more careful and considerate.

12th House - Sign Libra on Cusp
Keywords: Embracing the Public
Natal:
Your way of acceptance, of enduring what is hard to
endure in life, by taking a more objective view, and
perhaps by assuming a more public and visible role in the
community.
Transit:
Your way of acceptance during this time, of enduring what
is hard to endure in life, by taking a more objective view,
and perhaps by assuming a more public and visible role in
the community.

12th House - Sign Scorpio on Cusp
Keywords: Accepting Criticism
Natal:
Your way of acceptance, of enduring what is hard to
endure in life, is by getting right in there, down to the nittygritty, and working through things. Pure business or busy"ness."
Transit:
Your way of acceptance during this time, of enduring what
is hard to endure in life, is by getting right in there, down to
the nitty-gritty, and working through things. Pure business
or busy-"ness."

12th House - Sign Sagittarius on Cusp
Keywords: Embracing The Truth
Natal:
Your way of acceptance, of enduring what is hard to
endure in life, is through the inspiration that comes from
spiritual or philosophical insights, traditional or otherwise.
Transit:
Your way of acceptance during this time, of enduring what
is hard to endure in life, is through the inspiration that
comes from spiritual or philosophical insights, traditional or
otherwise.

12th House - Sign Capricorn on Cusp
Keywords: Embracing What's Practical
Natal:
Your way of acceptance, of enduring what is hard to
endure in life, is to take practical control of a situation and
work with it. You can always manage. Management.
Transit:
Your way of acceptance during this time, of enduring what
is hard to endure in life, is to take practical control of a
situation and work with it. You can always manage.
Management.

12th House - Sign Aquarius on Cusp
Keywords: Embracing Community
Natal:
Your way of acceptance, of enduring what is hard to
endure in life, involves community and sharing ideas and
problems with the community around you. A sense of
community.
Transit:
Your way of acceptance during this time, of enduring what
is hard to endure in life, involves community and sharing
ideas and problems with the community around you. A
sense of community.

12th House - Sign Pisces on Cusp
Keywords: Embracing Sacrifice
Natal:
Your way of acceptance, of enduring what is hard to
endure in life, involves understanding and accepting the
situation, deeply, and making the necessary sacrifices to
achieve the goals you have set out for yourself.
Transit:
Your way of acceptance during this time, of enduring what
is hard to endure in life, involves understanding and
accepting the situation, deeply, and making the necessary
sacrifices to achieve the goals you have set out for
yourself.

Sun in 1st House/Sign
Keywords: The Pioneer
Natal:
A natural leader and initiator, aggressive and perhaps
sometimes even a little too much in your face, but never
afraid to act, and always the first to jump into any kind of
action, no matter where it may lead. Could be an
adventurer and pioneer, and always out front and very
much visible to all.
Transit:
This is a time when you can be a natural leader and
initiator, aggressive and perhaps sometimes even a little
too much in your face, but not afraid to act, and right now
always the first to jump into any kind of action, no matter
where it may lead. During this time you could be an
adventurer and pioneer, always out front and very much
visible to all.

Sun in 2nd House/Sign
Keywords: The Producer
Natal:
Naturally receptive, and probably a good listener too, able
to catch any stray ideas or impulses and embody them -build them into something solid. You are, above all, a
producer and developer, giving shape to concepts and
plans, making them real. Fertile ground.
Transit:
A time when you may be naturally receptive, and probably
a good listener too, able to catch any stray ideas or
impulses and embody them -- build them into something
solid. You are, right now, above all, a producer and
developer, giving shape to concepts and plans, making
them real. Fertile ground.

Sun in 3rd House/Sign
Keywords: The Communicator
Natal:
Naturally curious, you are a born communicator and
investigator, happily searching out leads, and pursuing all
avenues of communications to the limit. Ideas, thoughts,
and conversation -- communication of all kinds -- are what
keep you motivated and on track.
Transit:
Naturally curious, this is a time when you can be a
communicator and investigator, happily searching out
leads, and pursuing all avenues of communications to the
limit. Ideas, thoughts, and conversation -- communication
of all kinds -- are what keep you motivated and on track.

Sun in 4th House/Sign
Keywords: Home and Family
Natal:
Very direct when it comes to home and family, which are
number one on your list. In fact, security in general is very
important. You like to be on the inside looking out, knowing
that you are safe and well protected. Too much public
attention probably makes you nervous, and some shyness is
just part of your nature.
Transit:
Very direct just now, when it comes to home and family,
which are number one on your list. In fact, security in general
is very important during this time. You like to be on the inside
looking out, knowing that you are safe and well protected.
Too much public attention probably just now makes you
nervous, and some shyness is just part of your nature.

Sun in 5th House/Sign
Keywords: The Teacher
Natal:
You naturally like to express yourself, whether just what you
are feeling that day or some more creative process, like
theater, speaking, and the arts, in general. Your enthusiasm
is catching, and your are proud of what you know and have
become aware of. You enjoy telling what you know to others,
and would probably make a good teacher.
Transit:
During this time, you may naturally like to express
yourself, whether just what you are feeling today or some
more creative process, like theater, speaking, and the arts,
in general. Your enthusiasm is catching, and your are
proud of what you know and have become aware of. You
enjoy telling what you know to others.

Sun in 6th House/Sign
Keywords: The Caregiver
Natal:
You are a natural conservative, not necessarily politically
speaking, but in your approach to caring for everything
around you, always trying to make the best of a situation and
conserving resources. You are probably just a bit too cautious
to throw caution to the wind, and just let it all hang out. You
are generally compassionate, have a natural sense of
impermanence and the preciousness of life, and gravitate to
detail-oriented tasks.
Transit:
You are more naturally conservative just now, not necessarily
politically speaking, but in your approach to caring for
everything around you, always trying to make the best of a
situation and conserving resources. You are probably just a
bit too cautious to throw caution to the wind, and just let it all
hang out. During this time, you may be generally
compassionate, have a natural sense of impermanence and
the preciousness of life, and gravitate to detail-oriented tasks.

Sun in 7th House/Sign
Keywords: The Social Being
Natal:
Naturally polite and social, with your outward presentation
carefully groomed for public scrutiny, you tend to prefer to
leave personal matters in the closet and unspoken of. A
certain air of objectivity and
impartiality makes working or appearing in the public quite
natural for you.
Transit:
Naturally polite and social, with your outward presentation
carefully groomed for public scrutiny, you tend during this
time to prefer to leave personal matters in the closet and
unspoken of. A certain air of objectivity and impartiality
makes working or appearing in the public quite natural for
you just now.

Sun in 8th House/Sign
Keywords: The Business Person
Natal:
Beyond polite appearances, you always manage to cut to
the chase, and get right down to the nitty-gritty, where the
beans are counted. Naturally a fierce critic, you can size
up a situation, and know just what has value and what
should be abandoned and stripped away. A natural
businessman.
Transit:
You are beyond polite appearances just now, and may
manage to cut to the chase, and get right down to the
nitty-gritty, where the beans are counted. During this time,
you are naturally a fierce critic. You can size up a
situation, and know just what has value and what should
be abandoned and stripped away. A natural businessman.

Sun in 9th House/Sign
Keywords: The Philosopher
Natal:
Direct, at times almost to the point of rudeness, you value
simple honesty and have little patience for embroidering
on the truth. This penchant for frankness extends to
questions of philosophy, religion, and spirituality in
general, which are important elements in your life.
Transit:
Direct, at this time almost to the point of rudeness, you
value simple honesty and have little patience for
embroidering on the truth. This penchant for frankness just
now extends to questions of philosophy, religion, and
spirituality in general, which are important elements in
your life.

Sun in 10th House/Sign
Keywords: The Manager
Natal:
A natural born manager, you like to take control of things,
and are happiest when you are behind the wheel, and in
charge of a situation. You tend to have a clear vision of
what is going on, easily grasp the big picture, and have all
kinds of ideas that you would like to see implemented.
Very practical.
Transit:
You may feel like a natural born manager just now, and
like to take control of things, happiest when you are
behind the wheel, and in charge of a situation. You tend at
this time to have a clear vision of what is going on, easily
grasp the big picture, and have all kinds of ideas that you
would like to see implemented. Very practical.

Sun in 11th House/Sign
Keywords: Community Activist
Natal:
You have many plans and ideas on how to improve life on
this planet, and can't wait to see them implemented.
Putting these plans into motion is more than you one
person can possible handle, and you naturally reach out to
the entire community for help. It will take everyone's help
to make a difference, and this community orientation and
selflessness on your part is clear to all.
Transit:
During this time, you have many plans and ideas on how
to improve life on this planet, and can't wait to see them
implemented. Putting these plans into motion is more than
you, one person, can possible handle, and you naturally
reach out to the entire community for help. You could feel
that it will take everyone's help to make a difference, and
this community orientation and selflessness on your part is
clear to all.

Sun in 12th House/Sign
Keywords: The Embracer
Natal:
Patience is something you have, plus the ability to make
personal sacrifices if necessary for the sake of improving the
general quality of life for everyone. You get the big picture
and, because of this, are able to understand and to put up
with all kinds of annoyances and petty problems that would
drive others up the walls. You are probably a natural
psychologist and a fine counselor.
Transit:
Patience is something you have just now, plus the ability
to make personal sacrifices if necessary for the sake of
improving the general quality of life for everyone. You get
the big picture and, because of this, are able to
understand at this time and to put up with all kinds of
annoyances and petty problems that would drive others up
the walls. Right now, you are probably a natural
psychologist and a fine counselor.

Moon in 1st House/Sign
Keywords: Direct Support
Natal:
When it comes to support and nurturing, you may at times
feel you have been given short shrift, because your
support environment may be somewhat austere, perhaps
even harsh at times. You are pretty much action oriented,
not very nostalgic when it comes to the touchy-feely areas
of life. You are a natural soldier.
Transit:
When it comes to support and nurturing, you may at this
time feel you have been given short shrift, because your
support environment may be somewhat austere, perhaps
even harsh at times. You are pretty much actionoriented, not very nostalgic when it comes to the touchyfeely areas of life. Right now, you are a natural soldier.

Moon in 2nd House/Sign
Keywords: Very Productive
Natal:
You are fortunate, perhaps even blessed, when it comes
to having real support and a genuinely nurturing
environment, whether that be family, good luck,
wherewithal -- whatever. You just naturally have the
encouragement and resources for great productivity.
Naturally fertile.
Transit:
You are fortunate, perhaps even blessed, when it comes
to having real support and a genuinely nurturing
environment at this time, whether that be family, good
luck, wherewithal -- whatever. You just naturally now have
the encouragement and resources for great productivity.
Naturally fertile.

Moon in 3rd House/Sign
Keywords: Support for Ideas
Natal:
Ideas, thoughts, writing, speaking, and the whole realm of
communication, in general, is an area where you naturally
can find and count on support, and a nurturing
environment. Funds for education, support for the mind.
Transit:
Ideas, thoughts, writing, speaking, and the whole realm of
communication, in general, is an area just now where you
naturally can find and count on support, and a nurturing
environment. Funds for education, support for the mind
may appear.

Moon in 4th House/Sign
Keywords: Home Support
Natal:
One area in your life you can look to (and count on ) for
support is family and (probably) your home environment,
in general. Everyone loves home and family, but in your
case, this is an essential part, not only of who you are, but
where you can look to for resources.
Transit:
Right now, one area in your life you can look to (and count
on ) for support is family and (probably) your home
environment, in general. Everyone loves home and family,
but in your case at this time, this is an essential part, not
only of who you are, but where you can look to for
resources.

Moon in 5th House/Sign
Keywords: Support for Creativity
Natal:
Many people look to creativity for release and selfexpression, and the same is true for you. However, you
can (and should) also look to creative expression for
sustenance, support, and perhaps livelihood. This could
include teaching, writing, speaking -- the arts.
Transit:
Many people look to creativity for release and selfexpression, and the same is true for you now. However,
you can (and should) also look to creative expression for
sustenance, support, and perhaps livelihood. A this time,
this could include teaching, writing, speaking -- the arts.

Moon in 6th House/Sign
Keywords: Support and Care
Natal:
Conserving, salvaging or making the most of any situation,
getting into the details, and anything related to care and
caring for others and things. This is not only natural to you,
but also can be a source of support, and perhaps
livelihood. This is an environment where you can flourish.
Transit:
Conserving, salvaging or making the most of any situation
just now, getting into the details, and anything related to
care and caring for others and things is in order. This is
not only natural to you now, but also can be a source of
support, and perhaps livelihood. At this time, this is an
environment where you can flourish.

Moon in 7th House/Sign
Keywords: Public Support
Natal:
Society, the community, whatever is not personal and
private, but rather is open and public is an arena that is
not only natural to you, but one where you can look to for
support and nourishment. Public support.
Transit:
Society, the community, whatever is not personal and
private, but rather is open and public, is an arena just now
not only feels natural to you, but one where you can look
to for support and nourishment. Public support.

Moon in 8th House/Sign
Keywords: Support for Business
Natal:
You may naturally find support and sustenance in the
world of business, wherever it is important to cut through
the nostalgia and get right down to the actual nitty-gritty.
This can be a source not only of interest, but of livelihood.
Transit:
You may naturally find support and sustenance just now in
the world of business, wherever it is important to cut
through the nostalgia and get right down to the actual
nitty-gritty. This can be a source not only of interest, but of
livelihood at this time.

Moon in 9th House/Sign
Keywords: Spiritual Support
Natal:
When it comes to sustenance, to matters of support and
nurturing, you naturally tend toward spiritual ideas,
whether in the form of philosophy or religion of one sort or
another. This is more than just a passing interest, but an
area of life where you are nourished and find support, and
perhaps your livelihood.
Transit:
When it comes to sustenance, to matters of support and
nurturing, right now you naturally tend toward spiritual
ideas, whether in the form of philosophy or religion of one
sort or another. This can be more than just a passing
interest, but an area of life where you are nourished and
find support, and perhaps your livelihood.

Moon in 10th House/Sign
Keywords: Management Support
Natal:
You not only like to be in control and to manage a
situation, but actually draw strength and support from this
activity. In fact, the whole realm of the practical (business,
management, directing, etc.) is one where you find
nourishment and perhaps even your livelihood.
Transit:
During this time, you not only like to be in control and to
manage a situation, but actually draw strength and support
from this activity. In fact, the whole realm of the practical
(business, management, directing, etc.) is one where you
find nourishment and perhaps even your livelihood.

Moon in 11th House/Sign
Keywords: Support Community
Natal:
Where others find support and nourishment in home and
family, you find it in society at large - the community. It is
the community where you look for an environment where
you can grow and prosper. Community involvement may
be the source of your livelihood.
Transit:
Where others find support and nourishment in home and
family, you may find it right now in society at large - the
community. It is the community where you look for an
environment where you can grow and prosper. Community
involvement may be the source of your livelihood during
this time.

Moon in 12th House/Sign
Keywords: Psychological Support
Natal:
When it comes to patience and self-sacrifice, an area that
most would just as soon avoid, you actually find inner
support and nourishment. Psychology, counseling, and
questions of acceptance (embracing what is), are natural
for you, and you may find your livelihood in these areas.
Transit:
When it comes to patience and self-sacrifice, an area that
most would just as soon avoid, at this time you actually
may find inner support and nourishment. Psychology,
counseling, and questions of acceptance (embracing what
is), are natural for you now, and you may find your
livelihood in these areas.

Mercury in 1st House/Sign
Keywords: Sharp Thoughts
Natal:
Sharp or pointed thoughts and ideas, anything involving
very direct communication (getting tight to the point) are
natural for you. You don't mince words.
Transit:
Sharp or pointed thoughts and ideas, anything involving
very direct communication (getting tight to the point) are
natural for you during this time. Right now, you don't mince
words.

Mercury in 2nd House/Sign
Keywords: Productive Ideas
Natal:
You are naturally productive, even fertile, when it comes to
the world of the mind, ideas, thoughts, and communication
of these by any means -- writing, speaking, computers,
etc.
Transit:
You are naturally productive right now, even fertile, when it
comes to the world of the mind, ideas, thoughts, and
communication of these by any means -- writing,
speaking, computers, etc.

Mercury in 3rd House/Sign
Keywords: Pure Communication
Natal:
Communications and communicating is key here, whether
by thought, words, writing, speaking, email -- you name it.
Not only all forms of communication, but also
investigating, searching, following ideas or leads out to the
very end. All are indicated here.
Transit:
Communications and communicating is key here during
this time, whether by thought, words, writing, speaking,
email -- you name it. Not only all forms of communication,
but also investigating, searching, following ideas or leads
out to the very end. All are indicated.

Mercury in 4th House/Sign
Keywords: Family Exchange
Natal:
Ideas and thoughts about family, home, and security, in
general, and the exchange of ideas within the family.
Communication as an experience.
Transit:
During this time, ideas and thoughts about family, home,
and security, in general, and the exchange of ideas within
the family. Communication as an experience.

Mercury in 5th House/Sign
Keywords: Creative Ideas
Natal:
Creative communication. Expressing awareness and the
mind in general through thoughts, words, and ideas -whether written, spoken. Communicating creative ideas to
the world, perhaps as a teacher or mentor.
Transit:
Creative communication. Right now, expressing
awareness and the mind in general through thoughts,
words, and ideas are in order -- whether written, spoken.
Communicating creative ideas to the world, perhaps as a
teacher or mentor.

Mercury in 6th House/Sign
Keywords: Thoughts of Care
Natal:
When it comes to using your mind, you are naturally
careful, in particular when it relates to thoughts and ideas
involving taking care or preserving the best from an
experience or situation. Whether writing, speaking, or
otherwise communicating, you are a born curator.
Transit:
During this time, when it comes to using your mind, you
are naturally careful, in particular when it relates to
thoughts and ideas involving taking care or preserving the
best from an experience or situation. Whether writing,
speaking, or otherwise communicating, you find yourself
being a curator.

Mercury in 7th House/Sign
Keywords: Social Interchange
Natal:
Communicating with others, especially in a social or public
venue, whether in conversation or by ideas and thoughts,
speaking or writing is natural to you.
Transit:
Communicating with others just now, especially in a social
or public venue, whether in conversation or by ideas and
thoughts, speaking or writing is natural to you.

Mercury in 8th House/Sign
Keywords: Critical Thoughts
Natal:
You are naturally analytical (or should we say critical),
when it comes to using the mind -- speaking, writing, and
any form of communication, in general. You can't help but
mentally break things down into their component parts,
with an eye to what will last and what should be discarded.
Transit:
Right now, you may feel naturally analytical (or should we
say critical), when it comes to using the mind -- speaking,
writing, and any form of communication, in general. You
can't help but mentally break things down into their
component parts, with an eye to what will last and what
should be discarded.

Mercury in 9th House/Sign
Keywords: Religious Ideas
Natal:
When it comes to communication and exchange, you are
direct and truthful, bypassing the small talk and casual
conversation, in favor of more important or lasting topics,
probably even spiritual or religious in nature. You speak of
eternal verities.
Transit:
When it comes to communication and exchange just now,
you are direct and truthful, bypassing the small talk and
casual conversation, in favor of more important or lasting
topics, probably even spiritual or religious in nature. You
may find yourself speaking of eternal verities.

Mercury in 10th House/Sign
Keywords: Practical Thoughts
Natal:
Your mind is, above all, practical in nature, and filled with
ideas and thoughts of how best to manage and
accomplish this or that project. Not much for emotional
expression, you tend rather toward clarity and efficiency
when it comes to communication.
Transit:
Right now, your mind is, above all, practical in nature, and
filled with ideas and thoughts of how best to manage and
accomplish this or that project. Not much for emotional
expression, you tend rather toward clarity and efficiency,
when it comes to communication.

Mercury in 11th House/Sign
Keywords: Ideas of Community
Natal:
You believe ideas, thoughts, and communication in
general are things to share with others, and the whole idea
of networking and community exchange is important in
understanding how you view daily interactions. In fact,
open community and communicating within that
community are key issues.
Transit:
Right now, you believe ideas, thoughts, and
communication in general are things to share with others,
and the whole idea of networking and community
exchange is important in understanding how you view
daily interactions. In fact, open community and
communicating within that community are key issues
during this time.

Mercury in 12th House/Sign
Keywords: Psychological Ideas
Natal:
You like ideas, thoughts, and communication, whether
spoken or written, of a psychological and, sometimes,
philosophical nature, and probably would make a good
counselor. At any rate, people will seek you out for your
advice, in particular when it comes to issues of selfsacrifice and learning to accept the tough conditions that
life sometimes brings.
Transit:
You like ideas, thoughts, and communication during this
time, whether spoken or written, of a psychological and,
sometimes, philosophical nature, and probably would
make a good counselor. At any rate, people will seek you
out for your advice, in particular when it comes to issues of
self-sacrifice and learning to accept the tough conditions
that life sometimes brings.

Venus in 1st House/Sign
Keywords: Appreciated Directness
Natal:
You are very direct with your assessments and valuation
of both people and life. Some will no doubt even consider
you somewhat harsh with your style of showing affection,
but with very little emotion -- tough love.
Transit:
You are very direct just now with your assessments and
valuation of both people and life. Some will no doubt even
consider you somewhat harsh with your style of showing
affection, but with very little emotion -- tough love.

Venus in 2nd House/Sign
Keywords: Likes Productivity
Natal:
You naturally appreciate (value very highly) any and all
kinds of productivity and fertility, anything that helps to
embody plans and build them into something tangible.
Fertility.
Transit:
During this time, you naturally appreciate (value very
highly) any and all kinds of productivity and fertility,
anything that helps to embody plans and build them into
something tangible. Fertility.

Venus in 3rd House/Sign
Keywords: Likes Communication
Natal:
You value interchange and communication, and probably
love to talk and exchange ideas, thoughts, words, and so
forth, whether written or spoken.
Transit:
You value interchange and communication just now, and
probably love to talk and exchange ideas, thoughts,
words, and so forth, whether written or spoken.

Venus in 4th House/Sign
Keywords: Likes Home & Family
Natal:
More than most, you naturally love and value your home
and family, and probably your privacy, as well. Security is
important to you, and having those you love and care for
close at hand.
Transit:
More than most times, you naturally love and value your
home and family, and probably your privacy, as well.
Security is important to you just now, and having those
you love and care for close at hand.

Venus in 5th House/Sign
Keywords: Likes to Express
Natal:
When you love and express your feelings, it is always with
a big heart and with probably more than a little bravado.
With all that enthusiasm, you have been known to
exaggerate just a tad at times.
Transit:
During this time, when you love and express your feelings,
it is always with a big heart and with probably more than a
little bravado. With all that enthusiasm, you have been
known to exaggerate just a tad at times.

Venus in 6th House/Sign
Keywords: Likes to Care For
Natal:
You naturally like the details, and tend to care and look
after whatever otherwise might be lost or fall to the side.
You are a born conservative, not necessarily politically,
but when it comes to conserving or salvaging a situation.
Transit:
During this time, you may find that you naturally like the
details, and tend to care and look after whatever otherwise
might be lost or fall to the side. You may feel more
conservative, not necessarily politically, but when it comes
to conserving or salvaging a situation.

Venus in 7th House/Sign
Keywords: Likes the Public
Natal:
When it comes to being social, you love and value the
public sphere, and love to get out there and be seen. Not
personal or private, you enjoy being the object of attention.
Transit:
When it comes to being social just now, you love and
value the public sphere, and love to get out there and be
seen. Not personal or private, you enjoy being the object
of attention.

Venus in 8th House/Sign
Keywords: Likes Business
Natal:
You just naturally like getting down to business, being
realistic, and know how to prioritize. You are a keen
appraiser of people and things, and enjoy a good business
challenge -- stripping the excess from a project.
Transit:
During this time, you just naturally like getting down to
business, being realistic, and know how to prioritize. You
are a keen appraiser of people and things, and enjoy a
good business challenge -- stripping the excess from a
project.

Venus in 9th House/Sign
Keywords: Likes The Spiritual
Natal:
You value truth and directness, and just naturally love to
philosophize and explore spiritual and religious ideas. You
are not much into small talk.
Transit:
You value truth and directness just now, and naturally love
to philosophize and explore spiritual and religious ideas.
You are not much into small talk.

Venus in 10th House/Sign
Keywords: Likes Management
Natal:
You naturally like to manage and take direction of projects
and people. It is not so much you have to be in control, but
rather that you enjoy management, and naturally love all
the detail work that goes with it.
Transit:
During this time, you may naturally like to manage and
take direction of projects and people. It is not so much you
have to be in control, but rather that you enjoy
management, and naturally love all the detail work that
goes with it.

Venus in 11th House/Sign
Keywords: Likes Community
Natal:
You naturally love community and communities, and
probably have just a touch of the socialist in you. You like
ideas and plans that will affect many people, and the
community involvement it can take to implement them.
Transit:
During this time, you may naturally love community and
communities, and probably have just a touch of the
socialist in you. You like ideas and plans that will affect
many people, and the community involvement it can take
to implement them.

Venus in 12th House/Sign
Keywords: Likes Sacrifice
Natal:
You actually like going that extra mile, and are able to
accept the responsibilities that go along with any
worthwhile endeavor, and are willing to make whatever
sacrifices are required.
Transit:
You actually like going that extra mile right now, and are
able to accept the responsibilities that go along with any
worthwhile endeavor, and are willing to make whatever
sacrifices are required.

Mars in 1st House/Sign
Keywords: Drive for Action
Natal:
Adrenalin -- you have it, and are pretty much fearless
when it comes to taking action. You dare, and your
ambitions and drive are seemingly endless. Others may
find you a touch too aggressive, but no one can deny that
you can get the job done.
Transit:
Adrenalin -- you have it during this time, and are pretty
much fearless when it comes to taking action. You dare,
and your ambitions and drive are seemingly endless.
Others may find you a touch too aggressive, but no one
can deny that you can get the job done.

Mars in 2nd House/Sign
Keywords: Urge to be Productive
Natal:
You have ambitions, and may even be somewhat driven,
to be productive, and useful. You don't like to waste time
or miss opportunities. Productivity is a key issue with you.
Transit:
You have ambitions just now, and may even be somewhat
driven, to be productive, and useful. You don't like to
waste time or miss opportunities. Productivity is a key
issue with you.

Mars in 3rd House/Sign
Keywords: Urge to Communicate
Natal:
When it comes to communication and communicating, you
are non-stop, and have a natural drive or ambition to
network, and, in any way possible, make the ends meet.
You follow leads out to the very end.
Transit:
When it comes to communication and communicating
during this time, you are non-stop, and have a natural
drive or ambition to network, and, in any way possible,
make the ends meet. You follow leads out to the very end.

Mars in 4th House/Sign
Keywords: Home & Family Ambitions
Natal:
Your real ambition has to do with your home, family, and
security, and you may end up making this homing instinct
and drive part of your livelihood.
Transit:
Your real ambition just now has to do with your home,
family, and security, and you may end up making this
homing instinct and drive part of your livelihood.

Mars in 5th House/Sign
Keywords: Drive to Create
Natal:
You have a natural urge and drive for creativity, whether
that be simple self expression or something more
complex, like one of the arts -- painting, music, and so
forth. You may have an ambition to teach or work with
younger people.
Transit:
You have a natural urge and drive just now for creativity,
whether that be simple self-expression or something more
complex, like one of the arts -- painting, music, and so
forth. You may have an ambition to teach or work with
younger people.

Mars in 6th House/Sign
Keywords: Urge to Care and Help
Natal:
Your ambition may be to care for, look after, and generally
curate things and people. You have a natural drive to
salvage or make the most out of a situation, and attending
to all the details is not a problem for you.
Transit:
Your ambition just now may be to care for, look after, and
generally curate things and people. You have a natural
drive to salvage or make the most out of a situation, and
attending to all the details is not a problem for you.

Mars in 7th House/Sign
Keywords: Public Ambitions
Natal:
You have real ambitions, when it comes to getting away
from the private and personal, and a steady drive to be
more objective and to get out and into public life.
Transit:
You have real ambitions just now, when it comes to
getting away from the private and personal, and a steady
drive to be more objective and to get out and into public
life.

Mars in 8th House/Sign
Keywords: Business Drive
Natal:
Your basic ambitions and drive are all about business, and
getting right down to the nitty-gritty. When it comes to
estimating value and taking care of business, you are
more-or-less driven.
Transit:
Your basic ambitions and drive just now are all about
business, and getting right down to the nitty-gritty. When it
comes to estimating value and taking care of business,
you are more-or-less driven.

Mars in 9th House/Sign
Keywords: Spiritual Ambitions
Natal:
Amidst the bric-a-brac of everyday living, you have
ambitions of a more spiritual, and perhaps even religious,
nature. You are driven toward truth and philosophical
issues, more than to mundane matters.
Transit:
Amidst the bric-a-brac of everyday living, right now you
have ambitions of a more spiritual, and perhaps even
religious, nature. You are driven toward truth and
philosophical issues, more than to mundane matters.

Mars in 10th House/Sign
Keywords: Drive to Manage
Natal:
You are not just any old manager type, but actually have a
deep drive and life-long ambitions to look after and
manage both people and things -- a natural manager.
Transit:
Right now, you don't feel like just any old manager type,
but actually have a deep drive and serious ambition to
look after and manage both people and things.

Mars in 11th House/Sign
Keywords: Community Drive
Natal:
When it comes to community action, you are driven, and
have a natural urge toward anything public or community
oriented. You work for the betterment of the community.
Transit:
When it comes to community action, during this time you
are driven, and have a natural urge toward anything public
or community oriented. You may find yourself working for
the betterment of the community.

Mars in 12th House/Sign
Keywords: Urge to Assist/Accept
Natal:
You naturally are driven to help others, to offer then
assistance and aid, often putting your own concerns to
one side in your efforts. Your ambitions may find your
counseling others, helping them to accept their
responsibilities, and make the necessary sacrifices to
move ahead.
Transit:
During this time, you naturally are driven to help others, to
offer then assistance and aid, often putting your own
concerns to one side in your efforts. Your ambitions may
find your counseling others, helping them to accept their
responsibilities, and make the necessary sacrifices to
move ahead.

Jupiter in 1st House/Sign
Keywords: Career of Action
Natal:
You are very ambitious or active when it comes to your
career and its pursuit. By the same token, you may find
yourself choosing a career of action or adventure -directness.
Transit:
At this time, you are very ambitious or active when it
comes to your career and its pursuit. By the same token,
you may find yourself choosing a career of action or
adventure -- directness.

Jupiter in 2nd House/Sign
Keywords: Supportive Career
Natal:
You may choose a responsible career, one of real
productivity, whether that be embodying ideas or plans, or
in some other way serving to foot or serve as a base for
real growth and progress. A good listener.
Transit:
At this time, you may find yourself considering a more
responsible career, one of real productivity, whether that
be embodying ideas or plans, or in some other way
serving to foot or serve as a base for real growth and
progress. A good listener.

Jupiter in 3rd House/Sign
Keywords: Career in Communications
Natal:
You career or vocational aspirations point toward
communications and communicating, whether that be
networking of some kind, or speaker and writing on a more
individual basis. In addition, this could involve investigation
-- following leads to their ends.
Transit:
You career or vocational aspirations just now point toward
communications and communicating, whether that be
networking of some kind, or speaker and writing on a more
individual basis. In addition, this could involve investigation
-- following leads to their ends.

Jupiter in 4th House/Sign
Keywords: Home & Family Career
Natal:
Your career ambitions point to security -- feeling secure -and may well involve close association with your home
and family. In fact, some vocation involving family and
home may be appropriate.
Transit:
Your career ambitions just now point to security -- feeling
secure -- and may well involve close association with your
home and family. In fact, some vocation involving family
and home may be appropriate.

Jupiter in 5th House/Sign
Keywords: Teaching or Expressive Career
Natal:
A career in some form of expression, whether that be the
expression of a creative artist or expounding to others as a
teacher or professor. Your natural sense of enthusiasm
seeks to express itself.
Transit:
During this time, you find yourself considering a career in
some form of expression, whether that be the expression
of a creative artist or expounding to others as a teacher or
professor. Your natural sense of enthusiasm seeks to
express itself.

Jupiter in 6th House/Sign
Keywords: Career Involving Care
Natal:
A career as a curator or caregiver is indicated, something
involving great attention to detail, coupled with the intent to
care for or preserve the status-quo or prevent something
from falling into disrepair or loosing its essence. Caring
for.
Transit:
A career as a curator or caregiver may seem attractive at
this time, something involving great attention to detail,
coupled with the intent to care for or preserve the statusquo or prevent something from falling into disrepair or
losing its essence. Caring for.

Jupiter in 7th House/Sign
Keywords: Public Career
Natal:
There are indications here of a more public career than
average, one involving being very objective or impartial,
and able to put aside purely personal issues and
concerns.
Transit:
There are indications just now of a more public career
than average, one involving being very objective or
impartial, and able to put aside purely personal issues and
concerns.

Jupiter in 8th House/Sign
Keywords: Career in Business
Natal:
A business career is probably the best bet, as the
indications point to the ability to cut to the chase, and get
right down to the nitty-gritty when it comes to examining
things. You know what to keep and what to toss out.
Transit:
Right now, you may find yourself considering a business
career as probably the best bet, as the indications point to
the ability to cut to the chase, and get right down to the
nitty-gritty when it comes to examining things. You know
what to keep and what to toss out.

Jupiter in 9th House/Sign
Keywords: Inspirational Career
Natal:
A career somehow connected to truth and honesty,
whether that be something philosophical or possibly even
a more spiritual or religious vocation.
Transit:
At this time, you may find yourself considering a career or
task somehow connected to truth and honesty, whether
that be something philosophical or possibly even a more
spiritual or religious vocation.

Jupiter in 10th House/Sign
Keywords: Management Career
Natal:
A career in management of some kind is indicated,
working with people and/or things, but in some
management capacity. The manager.
Transit:
A career in management of some kind may seem
attractive and possible at this time, working with people
and/or things, but in some management capacity. The
manager.

Jupiter in 11th House/Sign
Keywords: Career with Community
Natal:
A career working with, in, and/or for the community might
be the most satisfying, something where community goals
and dreams are being planned or implemented.
Transit:
A career working with, in, and/or for the community might
appear satisfying at this time, something where community
goals and dreams are being planned or implemented.

Jupiter in 12th House/Sign
Keywords: Career Accommodating
Natal:
A career working with, in, and/or for the community might
be the most satisfying, something where community goals
and dreams are being planned or implemented.
Transit:
A career working with, in, and/or for the community might
appear at this time to be the most satisfying, something
where community goals and dreams are being planned or
implemented.

Saturn in 1st House/Sign
Keywords: Energy Problems
Natal:
At best, this indicates complete control, and even
channeling, of energy -- the machine. More likely,
however, this could suggest difficulties being direct,
perhaps unable to access energy. Not enough energy at
hand.
Transit:
At best, this time indicates complete control, and even
channeling, of energy -- the machine. More likely,
however, this could suggest difficulties being direct,
perhaps unable to access energy. Not enough energy at
hand.

Saturn in 2nd House/Sign
Keywords: Support Problems
Natal:
At best, this could indicate very tight and disciplined
productivity and support network. On the down side, there
could be support issues, difficulty finding support and
nourishment, or locating a supportive environment. In
either case, support and resources could be critical issues.
Transit:
This time could indicate very tight and disciplined
productivity and support network. On the down side, there
could be support issues, difficulty finding support and
nourishment, or locating a supportive environment. In
either case, support and resources could be critical issues.

Saturn in 3rd House/Sign
Keywords: Communication Problems
Natal:
On the one hand, there could be very tightly controlled,
even rigid, patterns of communication or communication
issues. On the other hand, this could manifest as difficulty
communicating, networking -- communication problems.
Transit:
On the one hand, this could be a time where very tightly
controlled, even rigid, patterns of communication or
communication issues come to the fore. On the other
hand, this could manifest as difficulty communicating,
networking -- communication problems.

Saturn in 4th House/Sign
Keywords: Security Problems
Natal:
This could indicate a home and family environment that is
very tight or disciplined. On the other hand, there may well
be security issues, problems with home and family, or the
lack thereof.
Transit:
This time period indicates a home and family environment
that is very tight or disciplined. On the other hand, there
may well be security issues, problems with home and
family, or the lack thereof.

Saturn in 5th House/Sign
Keywords: Creative Problems
Natal:
Very disciplined or restrictive expression or creative
release is one indication. If too restrictive or if there is no
outlet for self-expression, then problems may exist with
the inability to express or be creative -- blockage in these
areas.
Transit:
This could be a time of very disciplined or restrictive
expression, creative release is one indication. If too
restrictive or if there is no outlet for self-expression, then
problems may exist with the inability to express or be
creative -- blockage in these areas.

Saturn in 6th House/Sign
Keywords: Problems with Care
Natal:
On the one hand, this could manifest as very controlled or
controlling detail management -- too tight. On the other,
there may be an avoidance of care-related issues,
resulting in the inability to care or express concern, to
attend to the details.
Transit:
On the one hand, this could be a time that manifests as
very controlled or controlling detail management -- too
tight. On the other, there may be an avoidance of carerelated issues, resulting in the inability to care or express
concern, to attend to the details.

Saturn in 7th House/Sign
Keywords: Problems with the Public
Natal:
Either very tightly held public control (a tight public leash)
or just the opposite: difficulties with being outgoing and
objective, problems going public or being in the public eye
and part of the crowd.
Transit:
This could be a time of either very tightly held public
control (a tight public leash) or just the opposite: difficulties
with being outgoing and objective, problems going public
or being in the public eye and part of the crowd.

Saturn in 8th House/Sign
Keywords: Business Problems
Natal:
This could, at best, be highly disciplined analytical ability,
as applied to business. More likely, however, this may
manifest as problems being objective or analytical, getting
down to the nitty-gritty, and being businesslike -- difficulty
getting rid of excess.
Transit:
This could, at best, be a time of highly disciplined
analytical ability, as applied to business. More likely,
however, this may manifest as problems being objective or
analytical, getting down to the nitty-gritty, and being
businesslike -- difficulty getting rid of excess.

Saturn in 9th House/Sign
Keywords: Spiritual Problems
Natal:
Highly disciplined, even ascetic, spirituality or religious
orientation. More likely, however, this may manifest as a
fear or avoidance of spirituality, and the inability to value
or pursue matters of basic truth and honesty -- difficulties
in these areas.
Transit:
This could be a time of highly disciplined, even ascetic,
spirituality or religious orientation. More likely, however,
this may manifest as a fear or avoidance of spirituality,
and the inability to value or pursue matters of basic truth
and honesty -- difficulties in these areas.

Saturn in 10th House/Sign
Keywords: Practical Problems
Natal:
At best, highly disciplined management skills, but more
likely: a lack of these same skills, and the tendency to lack
management skills, and to blunder about, when it comes
to practical skills and management, in general.
Transit:
At best, a time of highly disciplined management skills, but
more likely: a lack of these same skills, and the tendency
to lack management skills, and to blunder about, when it
comes to practical skills and management, in general.

Saturn in 11th House/Sign
Keywords: Community Problems
Natal:
Either a tightly controlled sense of community or
community environment, or (and this is more likely) real
difficulty either with community feeling, participation or with
working within and as part of a community. Either way, an
issue to be examined.
Transit:
Either a time of a tightly controlled sense of community or
the community environment, or (and this is more likely)
real difficulty with community feeling and participation or
with working within and as part of a community. Either
way, an issue to be examined.

Saturn in 12th House/Sign
Keywords: Problems with Acceptance
Natal:
This may manifest as some form of very disciplined selfsacrifice, but perhaps more likely to be an avoidance of
any sacrifice, and an unwillingness (perhaps fear) to
accept life's problems, and an avoidance of responsibility.
In the second case, could be a real problem.
Transit:
This time may manifest as some form of very disciplined
self-sacrifice, but perhaps more likely to be an avoidance
of any sacrifice, and an unwillingness (perhaps fear) to
accept life's problems, and an avoidance of responsibility.
In the second case, could be a real problem.

Uranus in 1st House/Sign
Keywords: Freedom: Action
Natal:
Your personal insights and breakthroughs may come from
some form of direct action or even adventuring on your
part. Your way of handling problems or obstacles may
involve extreme sports or daring feats.
Transit:
At this time, your personal insights and breakthroughs
may come from some form of direct action or even
adventuring on your part. Your way of handling problems
or obstacles may involve extreme sports or daring feats.

Uranus in 2nd House/Sign
Keywords: Freedom: Productivity
Natal:
Believe it or not, you may actually find freedom and relief
from life's problems through simple productivity, being
busy and embodying ideas and concepts into something
tangible, like products.
Transit:
Believe it or not, during this time, you may actually find
freedom and relief from life's problems through simple
productivity, being busy and embodying ideas and
concepts into something tangible, like products.

Uranus in 3rd House/Sign
Keywords: Freedom: Communication
Natal:
You may find freedom from life's obstacles and day-to-day
problems through communication and networking,
communicating by speech, writing, and what-have-you.
Investigation and any kind of searching is also indicated.
Transit:
At this time, you may find freedom from life's obstacles
and day-to-day problems through communication and
networking, communicating by speech, writing, and whathave-you. Investigation and any kind of searching is also
indicated.

Uranus in 4th House/Sign
Keywords: Freedom: Home & Family
Natal:
Your chosen place for feeling free, having breakthroughs,
and generally coping with the obstacles day-to-day life can
bring is found in your own home and family. You find
insight at home.
Transit:
At this time, your chosen place for feeling free, having
breakthroughs, and generally coping with the obstacles
day-to-day life can bring is found in your own home and
family. You find insight at home.

Uranus in 5th House/Sign
Keywords: Freedom: Creativity
Natal:
Everyone has some release or way to breakthrough the
obstacles life can place in our way. For you, it is in some
form of creative expression, whether that be the arts
(speaking, writing, music, etc.), sports, or something as
simple as sharing (or teaching) what you know with others.
This is where you find freedom.
Transit:
Everyone has some release or way to breakthrough the
obstacles life can place in our way. At this time, it is in
some form of creative expression, whether that be the arts
(speaking, writing, music, etc.), sports, or something as
simple as sharing (or teaching) what you know with others.
This is where you find freedom just now.

Uranus in 6th House/Sign
Keywords: Freedom: Caring for Things
Natal:
You probably don't find freedom in extreme sports or other
direct forms of action. Instead, insight and release comes
for you in the details of things, in caring for and attending
to, looking after, someone or something that requires your
concern and care. You find freedom in facts and
organization.
Transit:
At this time, you probably won't find freedom in extreme
sports or other direct forms of action. Instead, insight and
release comes for you in the details of things, in caring for
and attending to, looking after, someone or something that
requires your concern and care. You find freedom in facts
and organization.

Uranus in 7th House/Sign
Keywords: Freedom: The Public
Natal:
Coping with the day-to-day obstacles of life, and liberating
yourself from them, comes for you by getting away from
the private and the personal, and out into the public and
society, at large. You find freedom in the public eye.
Transit:
At this time, coping with the day-to-day obstacles of life,
and liberating yourself from them, comes for you by
getting away from the private and the personal, and out
into the public and society, at large. You find freedom in
the public eye.

Uranus in 8th House/Sign
Keywords: Freedom: Business
Natal:
While some find freedom jumping from airplanes or
hanging from cliffs, you find it in the heart of the business
transaction, getting deep into the nitty-gritty, and carving
out some territory of your own. Analysis of the facts of
business is, for you, liberating.
Transit:
While some find freedom jumping from airplanes or
hanging from cliffs, at this time, you find it in the heart of
the business transaction, getting deep into the nitty-gritty,
and carving out some territory of your own. Analysis of the
facts of business is, right now for you, liberating.

Uranus in 9th House/Sign
Keywords: Freedom: Spiritual
Natal:
Not much into the mundane, day-to-day, tasks, you find
freedom not in the local chit-chat, but in long thoughts, real
and lasting ideas, probably philosophical and perhaps
even religious in nature. These eternal truths are liberating
for you.
Transit:
Not much into the mundane, day-to-day, tasks, you find
freedom just now not in the local chit-chat, but in long
thoughts, real and lasting ideas, probably philosophical
and perhaps even religious in nature. These eternal truths
are liberating for you.

Uranus in 10th House/Sign
Keywords: Freedom: Managing
Natal:
Your idea of a liberating experience is not some daredevil
stunt, but something much more practical, like managing
people and things. You find personal freedom from day-today obstacles in the details and complexity of
management. You thrive on it.
Transit:
At this time, your idea of a liberating experience is not
some daredevil stunt, but something much more practical,
like managing people and things. You find personal
freedom from day-to-day obstacles in the details and
complexity of management. You thrive on it.

Uranus in 11th House/Sign
Keywords: Freedom: Community
Natal:
Everyone needs some way to break through the day-today problems and obstacles life presents, and for you that
comes through the community surrounding you. You find
liberation in community involvement and its goals.
Transit:
Everyone needs some way to break through the day-today problems and obstacles life presents, and right now
for you, that comes through the community surrounding
you. You find liberation in community involvement and its
goals.

Uranus in 12th House/Sign
Keywords: Freedom: Being Accepting
Natal:
You find freedom through acceptance and shouldering
responsibility, and self-sacrifice, for you, is liberating, and
not perceived as a burden.
Transit:
At this time, you find freedom through acceptance and
shouldering responsibility, and self-sacrifice, for you, is
liberating, and not perceived as a burden.

Neptune in 1st House/Sign
Keywords: Inspired by Action
Natal:
You probably don't only find religion and inspiration in
church, but also (or especially) outside, in the wide open
spaces, and particularly is some pursuit, like extreme
sports or any action-oriented activity.
Transit:
During this time, you probably don't only find religion and
inspiration in church, but also (or especially) outside, in the
wide open spaces, and particularly is some pursuit, like
extreme sports or any action-oriented activity.

Neptune in 2nd House/Sign
Keywords: Inspired by Productivity
Natal:
You may find a sense of unity and the easing of life's
responsibilities (we could almost say religion) in simple
productivity, feeling generally useful and constructive,
busy embodying plans and ideas into something real.
Transit:
At this time, you may find a sense of unity and the easing
of life's responsibilities (we could almost say religion) in
simple productivity, feeling generally useful and
constructive, busy embodying plans and ideas into
something real.

Neptune in 3rd House/Sign
Keywords: Inspired by Ideas
Natal:
Communication and communicating means more to you
than simple exchange. With you, it is inspirational, and
your write, talk, and otherwise communicate to heal life's
hurts, and as a way of communing with the universe. Like
a religion.
Transit:
Communication and communicating means more to you
than simple exchange. Right now, with you, it is
inspirational, and your write, talk, and otherwise
communicate to heal life's hurts, and as a way of
communing with the universe. Like a religion.

Neptune in 4th House/Sign
Keywords: Inspired by Family
Natal:
Many people find spirituality in church or in high ideals.
For you, inspiration and deep release comes through your
own home and family. It is your way of solving life's
problems, and feeling greater unity.
Transit:
Many people find spirituality in church or in high ideals.
For you, just now anyway, inspiration and deep release
comes through your own home and family. It is your way
of solving life's problems, and feeling greater unity.

Neptune in 5th House/Sign
Keywords: Inspired by Creativity
Natal:
What spirituality you most love and crave may come more
through creative expression, than from merely going to
church. You seek and find inspiration in expressing
yourself, whether in words, speech, writing, the arts, or
something more physical, like sports and action.
Transit:
What spirituality you most love and crave may come
during this time more through creative expression, than
from merely going to church. You seek and find inspiration
in expressing yourself, whether in words, speech, writing,
the arts, or something more physical, like sports and
action.

Neptune in 6th House/Sign
Keywords: Inspired by Care and Health
Natal:
You actually find inspiration and release, a sense of unity,
in showing care for other people and/or things. You are a
natural curator, and looking after all the details, whether in
some healing fashion or simply in better organization,
brings you deep release and frees your spirit.
Transit:
Right now, you actually find inspiration and release, a
sense of unity, in showing care for other people and/or
things. You are a natural curator, and looking after all the
details, whether in some healing fashion or simply in better
organization, brings you deep release and frees your
spirit.

Neptune in 7th House/Sign
Keywords: Inspired by the Public
Natal:
Spirituality is not only found in church. In your case, your
feel inspired whenever you contact the public or are in the
public eye, out front and there for everyone to see. You
find a deep sense of unity in society at large.
Transit:
Spirituality is not only found in church. In your case, at
least right now, your feel inspired whenever you contact
the public or are in the public eye, out front and there for
everyone to see. You find a deep sense of unity in society
at large.

Neptune in 8th House/Sign
Keywords: Inspired by Business
Natal:
It may seem strange for someone to find inspiration, and
inspiration of a spiritual nature, in the world of business
and dealing, but it is natural for you. You find business
analysis and everything connected to getting right down to
the nitty-gritty to be inspiring and unifying.
Transit:
It may seem strange for someone to find inspiration, and
inspiration of a spiritual nature, in the world of business
and dealing, but at least right now it is natural for you. You
find business analysis and everything connected to getting
right down to the nitty-gritty to be inspiring and unifying.

Neptune in 9th House/Sign
Keywords: Inspired by the Spiritual
Natal:
You are probably more spiritual or religious than most, and
may find inspiration and a deep sense of unity in
philosophic and religious ideas -- thoughts that have
lasting value.
Transit:
Right now, you are probably feeling more spiritual or
religious than most, and may find inspiration and a deep
sense of unity in philosophic and religious ideas -thoughts that have lasting value.

Neptune in 10th House/Sign
Keywords: Inspired by the Practical
Natal:
We tend to keep church and state separate, but in your
case, you find real inspiration and a real sense of unity in
something has simple and practical as managing
something, whether that be people or a business.
Management amounts to inspiration, in your case.
Transit:
We tend to keep church and state separate, but in your
case, at least at this time, you may find real inspiration and
a real sense of unity in something has simple and practical
as managing something, whether that be people or a
business. Management amounts to inspiration, in your
case.

Neptune in 11th House/Sign
Keywords: Inspired by Community
Natal:
Church and church services may be great, but you take
deep and constant inspiration from the outside community
surrounding you, probably devoting much of your self to
whatever makes the community stronger -- community
action, support -- what have you.
Transit:
Church and church services may be great, but during this
time you may find yourself taking deep and constant
inspiration from the outside community surrounding you,
probably devoting much of your self to whatever makes
the community stronger -- community action, support -what have you.

Neptune in 12th House/Sign
Keywords: Inspired by Good Works
Natal:
A little like a saint, you actually are inspired by good
works, by self-sacrifice on your part, and by discovering
ways to better accept what problems and sufferings life
brings. Accepting life as it is, and sharing this knowledge
with other brings you a deep sense of unity and peace.
Transit:
A little like a saint, during this time, you may actually be
inspired by good works, by self-sacrifice on your part, and
by discovering ways to better accept what problems and
sufferings life brings. Accepting life as it is, and sharing
this knowledge with other brings you a deep sense of unity
and peace.

Pluto in 1st House/Sign
Keywords: Controlling Action
Natal:
You are very sensitive, and perhaps vulnerable as well, to
anything connected with aggression, taking action. You
may find yourself attempting to control or subdue activities
and action.
Transit:
During this time, you are very sensitive, and perhaps
vulnerable as well, to anything connected with aggression,
taking action. You may find yourself attempting to control
or subdue activities and action.

Pluto in 2nd House/Sign
Keywords: Controlling Productivity
Natal:
Trying to control your own environment, support system,
or any kind of productivity may be your response, when
your feel vulnerable or overly sensitive to conditions
around you.
Transit:
During this time, trying to control your own environment,
support system, or any kind of productivity may be your
response, when your feel vulnerable or overly sensitive to
conditions around you.

Pluto in 3rd House/Sign
Keywords: Controlling Ideas
Natal:
When your sensitivity buttons are pushed, and you feel
vulnerable, you may try to shut down or control avenues of
communication and communicating, whether that be
ideas, words, spoken or written. Caution.
Transit:
During this time, when your sensitivity buttons are pushed,
and you feel vulnerable, you may try to shut down or
control avenues of communication and communicating,
whether that be ideas, words, spoken or written. Caution.

Pluto in 4th House/Sign
Keywords: Controlling Home & Family
Natal:
When your feelings are hurt or you feel especially
vulnerable, you may tend to take it out on those closest to
you, your home and family, by attempts to control them by
your will or force. Gentle does it.
Transit:
During this time, when your feelings are hurt or you feel
especially vulnerable, you may tend to take it out on those
closest to you, your home and family, by attempts to
control them by your will or force. Gentle does it.

Pluto in 5th House/Sign
Keywords: Controlling Expression
Natal:
When push comes to shove, and you feel particularly
exposed or vulnerable, you may react to this by trying to
control any and all forms of self-expression, your own or
others, with unsettling results. Resist this.
Transit:
During this time, when push comes to shove, and you feel
particularly exposed or vulnerable, you may react to this
by trying to control any and all forms of self-expression,
your own or others, with unsettling results. Resist this.

Pluto in 6th House/Sign
Keywords: Controlling Care
Natal:
You can become very controlling and dominating, even
down to trying to micromanage every last details, when
your buttons are pushed and you feel hurt or vulnerable.
Be aware of this.
Transit:
During this time, you can become very controlling and
dominating, even down to trying to micromanage every
last details, when your buttons are pushed and you feel
hurt or vulnerable. Be aware of this.

Pluto in 7th House/Sign
Keywords: Controlling the Public
Natal:
When your are embarrassed or feel especially vulnerable,
you may try to quash or tightly control others, in particular
in a public or open situation. Relaxation may be in order.
Transit:
During this time, when your are embarrassed or feel
especially vulnerable, you may try to quash or tightly
control others, in particular in a public or open situation.
Relaxation may be in order.

Pluto in 8th House/Sign
Keywords: Controlling Business
Natal:
When you feel vulnerable or too sensitive, you may
become very analytical and try to take control or criticize a
situation in what can appear as a harsh manner. Gentle
does it.
Transit:
During this time, when you feel vulnerable or too sensitive,
you may become very analytical and try to take control or
criticize a situation in what can appear as a harsh manner.
Gentle does it.

Pluto in 9th House/Sign
Keywords: Controlling the Spiritual
Natal:
In uptight situations, ones where you feel your buttons are
pushed and/or especially vulnerable, you may become
very strict or try to be over-controlling, in particular when it
comes to spiritual or religious ideas. Be aware.
Transit:
During this time, in uptight situations, ones where you feel
your buttons are pushed and/or especially vulnerable, you
may become very strict or try to be over-controlling, in
particular when it comes to spiritual or religious ideas. Be
aware.

Pluto in 10th House/Sign
Keywords: Controlling Management
Natal:
When you are pushed into a corner and feeling vulnerable
or hurt, you may try to exert control or over manage the
situation, perhaps micromanaging not only your own
affairs, but those of others, as well. Step back.
Transit:
During this time, when you are pushed into a corner and
feeling vulnerable or hurt, you may try to exert control or
over manage the situation, perhaps micromanaging not
only your own affairs, but those of others, as well. Step
back.

Pluto in 11th House/Sign
Keywords: Controlling the Community
Natal:
When you feel hurt or vulnerable, and perhaps backed into
a corner, you may lash out at everyone around you,
becoming over controlling of the very community you live
in.
Transit:
During this time, when you feel hurt or vulnerable, and
perhaps backed into a corner, you may lash out at
everyone around you, becoming over controlling of the
very community you live in.

Pluto in 12th House/Sign
Keywords: Controlling Sacrifice
Natal:
When you are threatened or feel especially vulnerable,
you may become overbearing, trying to control not just
what you find acceptable, but trying to dictate to others
what they should find acceptable. Ease off.
Transit:
During this time, when you are threatened or feel
especially vulnerable, you may become overbearing,
trying to control not just what you find acceptable, but
trying to dictate to others what they should find
acceptable. Ease off.

Lunar Node in 1st House/Sign
Keywords: Initiator
Natal:
The indication is for a career or path of action, of taking
the initiative, jumping right in and thinking it over later,
everything from the meet & greet salesman, to the
adventurer, military person, sports nut, etc. As long as it
involves getting out and about, taking chances, and
perhaps something very physical, it is a fit.
Transit:
The indication is for a career or path of action, of taking
the initiative, jumping right in and thinking it over later,
everything from the meet & greet salesman, to the
adventurer, military person, sports nut, etc. As long as it
involves getting out and about, taking chances, and
perhaps something very physical, it is a fit.

Lunar Node in 2nd House/Sign
Keywords: Fertility
Natal:
What is indicated here is a career or path involving
receptivity and productivity, being able to listen and
receive ideas and impulses, and then build them into
something of value, something real. Of course, this could
cover a wide range of options, everything from planting
and harvesting crops to building a factory for
manufacturing products. The key is productivity.
Transit:
What is indicated here is a career or path involving
receptivity and productivity, being able to listen and
receive ideas and impulses, and then build them into
something of value, something real. Of course, this could
cover a wide range of options, everything from planting
and harvesting crops to building a factory for
manufacturing products. The key is productivity.

Lunar Node in 3rd House/Sign
Keywords: Connections
Natal:
What is indicated here is a career or path that serves to
connect or facilitation communication -- communicating
and networking. This could be spoken or written, by voice
or in printed matter, by email or satellite, the form of
communication is not important. What is key here is
hooking up, making connections — linking up.
Transit:
What is indicated here is a career or path that serves to
connect or facilitation communication -- communicating
and networking. This could be spoken or written, by voice
or in printed matter, by email or satellite, the form of
communication is not important. What is key here is
hooking up, making connections — linking up.

Lunar Node in 4th House/Sign
Keywords: Security
Natal:
What is indicated here is a career or path that stresses
security, in the sense of staying close or being in close
touch with home and family. This could be as simple as
running a business out of your home or a family business,
or one involving a family member. The key is being in
close contacts with your roots and family, operating out of
a positions of real security.
Transit:
What is indicated here is a career or path that stresses
security, in the sense of staying close or being in close
touch with home and family. This could be as simple as
running a business out of your home or a family business,
or one involving a family member. The key is being in
close contacts with your roots and family, operating out of
a positions of real security.

Lunar Node in 5th House/Sign
Keywords: Enjoyment
Natal:
What is indicated here is a career or path of self-expression
and real creativity, getting what is inside out, and with
enthusiasm at that. Of course, being some sort of creative
artist, musician, writer, or theater performer pops to mind,
but equally important are forms of expression like teaching
and sharing information. And don't forget physical
expression, like sports and other forms of creative action.
Transit:
What is indicated here is a career or path of self-expression
and real creativity, getting what is inside out, and with
enthusiasm at that. Of course, being some sort of creative
artist, musician, writer, or theater performer pops to mind,
but equally important are forms of expression like teaching
and sharing information. And don't forget physical
expression, like sports and other forms of creative action.

Lunar Node in 6th House/Sign
Keywords: Curator
Natal:
What is indicated here is a career or life path involving
care and concern, care not just for others, but also for
things and causes. Add to this attention to details, and a
sense of wanting to mother-hen or curate things, and you
get the picture -- a natural desire to conserve and
preserve things that otherwise would be lost or forgotten.
Transit:
What is indicated here is a career or life path involving
care and concern, care not just for others, but also for
things and causes. Add to this attention to details, and a
sense of wanting to mother-hen or curate things, and you
get the picture -- a natural desire to conserve and
preserve things that otherwise would be lost or forgotten.

Lunar Node in 7th House/Sign
Keywords: Society
Natal:
What is suggested here is some sort of public life or a
public career, out in the open where all can see. Goodbye
to purely private concerns, you enjoy society and being in
the public eye. Objectivity.
Transit:
What is suggested here is some sort of public life or a
public career, out in the open where all can see. Goodbye
to purely private concerns, you enjoy society and being in
the public eye. Objectivity.

Lunar Node in 8th House/Sign
Keywords: Critical Path
Natal:
What is indicated here is a path or career in which some
sort of critical evaluation is involved, the most obvious
being some form of business or another, where getting
down to the nitty-gritty and making critical decisions is
involved. Could also be any form of work where objectivity
is required, and separating the wheat from the chaff is
needed.
Transit:
What is indicated here is a path or career in which some
sort of critical evaluation is involved, the most obvious
being some form of business or another, where getting
down to the nitty-gritty and making critical decisions is
involved. Could also be any form of work where objectivity
is required, and separating the wheat from the chaff is
needed.

Lunar Node in 9th House/Sign
Keywords: Core Values
Natal:
What is indicated here is a path or career involving
reducing things to their essence or core values -- the truth,
things that last. This could matters of truth and fairness,
but also any form of spirituality, whether religious or just
spiritual ideas.
Transit:
What is indicated here is a path or career involving
reducing things to their essence or core values -- the truth,
things that last. This could matters of truth and fairness,
but also any form of spirituality, whether religious or just
spiritual ideas.

Lunar Node in 10th House/Sign
Keywords: Management
Natal:
What is indicated here is a path or career of a very
practical nature, in particular, one that involves
management and supervision, perhaps working with
people and/or things as a manager or director. The key
here is practical management.
Transit:
What is indicated here is a path or career of a very
practical nature, in particular, one that involves
management and supervision, perhaps working with
people and/or things as a manager or director. The key
here is practical management.

Lunar Node in 11th House/Sign
Keywords: Community
Natal:
What is indicated here is a path or career somehow
involving the community or causes wider than purely
personal concerns. This could be any form of public work,
everything from police and fire, all the way to city
administration and politics. However, keep in mind that the
key here is the desire to help in some broad and
communal way.
Transit:
What is indicated here is a path or career somehow
involving the community or causes wider than purely
personal concerns. This could be any form of public work,
everything from police and fire, all the way to city
administration and politics. However, keep in mind that the
key here is the desire to help in some broad and
communal way.

Lunar Node in 12th House/Sign
Keywords: Sacrifice
Natal:
What is indicated here is a path or career that involves
more psychology or ability to understand and see the larger
picture than is usual, and this could take the form of
counseling or working with others, helping them to better
accept and embrace life and their personal circumstances.
The key here is being able to accept life as it is, and even
to sacrifice for what you see as greater goals, both
personally and for the community.
Transit:
What is indicated here is a path or career that involves
more psychology or ability to understand and see the
larger picture than is usual, and this could take the form of
counseling or working with others, helping them to better
accept and embrace life and their personal circumstances.
The key here is being able to accept life as it is, and even
to sacrifice for what you see as greater goals, both
personally and for the community.

Article: The Houses

The Houses
We have all seen an astrological chart wheel, divided into
twelve roughly equal pie-shaped sections, much like we
would cut up an apple pie or pizza. These twelve sections
are called the "Astrological Houses" or usually just the
"houses." In each pie-shaped house, we might find one or
more the planets or the Sun and the Moon. Just as
someone might tell you they have the Sun in Aries, so
they might also say that they have the Sun in the 11th
house. And these twelve houses have specific meanings,
just as the twelve zodiac signs do. The phrase, "He's a
Taurus," might just as easily be, "He's a Second House
Sun." We will learn about what the houses mean, but first
it will help to know something about what houses are, and
where they come from.

What Are Houses?
First of all, houses are part of your horoscope, your natal
birth chart. Simply put, the houses are a way to divide the
space surrounding our birthplace into sections of space as
seen from the place on Earth where we were born, that is:
the space above us, the space below us, the space to the
east of us, the space to the west of us, and so forth. We
divide the entire space into twelve sections, like segments
of an orange. Once we have divided the space around us,
we look to see in what house or section of the sky the
various heavenly bodies can be found, like the Sun, Moon,
and planets, but also, the stars and any other astronomical
body that might interest us. And since the planets are
plotted in the zodiac signs, most house systems show
where the particular house is (intersects) the band of the
zodiac.

Houses Are Three Dimensional
And although our two-dimension horoscope chart is flat,
the sections of the houses are not. They are three
dimensional, like the sections of an orange. Just Imagine
walking outside under the night sky, with the stars and
planets twinkling around you, and dividing up all that
space, above you and below you (on the other side of the
earth) into twelve sections or segments. From where you
stand looking to the south would be the 10th House,
behind you and to the north (and below you) would be the
4th House, at your left and to the east would be the First
House, to your right and to the west would be the 7th
House, and so on. That is what astrological houses are
like.

House Cusps
House cusps are determined by taking the 3-dimensional
house sections (remember the segments of an orange)
and seeing where these lines intersect and cross the
zodiac. Where these lines intersect is the cusp for each
house, and that zodiac sign is said to be the "sign on the
house cusp." In the diagram above, you can see the
house segments and you can see the ring of the twelve
zodiac signs. Where each segment cuts across the band
of the zodiac, that sign is the sign on the house cusp.
Although most house systems are divided into the familiar
12 houses, there are many different kinds of house
systems, many slightly different ways of dividing up the
space that surrounds us. Astrologers like to argue among
themselves as to which house system is the best, and
they agree to differ on this.
Explaining the differences between the house systems is
much too complicated to jump into here, so it will have to
be enough here to know that, while there are different
houses systems, they tend to agree on the main points,
and are thus more the same, than they are different. You

can feel confident using any of the major ones, until you
get sophisticated enough to argue about the merits of one
over another. So much for giving you an astronomical
picture of what houses are. More important, is WHY the
houses are important. What do they mean?

Why Houses Are Important
If we can say that the planets tell us what general area of
life we are working with, and that the signs of the zodiac
the planets are in tell us something about the energy
phase of that life area, then we could say that the houses
tell us where all this activity is taking place. Let's take a
simple example: I happen to have the Sun in Cancer in the
8th house. What does this mean? Let's parse this out.
The Sun is the self, the self that each of us aspires to, and
that we hope to (or can) become -- whatever we look up to
as our future. The zodiac sign Cancer says that this Sun
can be very sensitive, that we are way down in there, and
very much given to feeling and sensing things. We all
know that Cancer sun signs love their homes. And last,
the eighth house is the house of analysis (criticism),
breaking things down, finding the kernels, and throwing

out the chaff -- getting at the heart of things. The eighth
house is also the house of occult and esoteric study. Am I
any of these things?
I am. I have always worked out of my home, even when I
had a company with 650 employees. I stayed home as
much as humanly possible. As for sensitivity, my wife may
have some other things to add, but I was sensitive enough
to make my living as a musician for many years. As for
being a critic, well, that's where I shine. I founded and built
the All-Music Guide (and other entertainment guides),
which today is the largest collection of music criticism on
the planet. And I love esoteric and occult subjects and
have studied them all my life. I hope to point out some
esoteric astrology principles through this course. That is
just one interpretation.
Of course, there are many, many ways to interpret the
"Sun in Cancer in the 8th House," and that is what makes
astrology so fascinating. Once you understand the basic
principles, and get in touch with your own inner energy,
you will come up with interpretations that are purely "you,"
for astrology is an oracle. An oracle is something that
speaks to us or through us. As we learn to become
astrologers, we want to personally get out of the way and
let the long tradition of astrology speak through us. It is
more fun to read what is there than to try make astrology
speak through our own personal bias.

The Meaning of the Twelve Houses
Each of the twelve houses has a different meaning, and
describes or points out a different area of our experience.
Once we learn something about what each of these
arenas of experience mean, we can begin reading
astrological sentences like the one given above, "Sun in
Cancer in the Eighth House." And best of all, the wheel of
the twelve houses is a unified whole cycle (like the zodiac
signs, the phases of the Moon, etc.), such that each house
is a phase in that cycle leading to the next. When you
learn about cycles and cycles' phases, you are
automatically learning about the houses.

Michael Erlewine
Internationally known
astrologer and author Noel
Tyl (author of 34 books on
astrology) has this to say
about Michael Erlewine:

“Michael Erlewine is the
giant influence whose
creativity is forever
imprinted on all
astrologers’ work since the
beginning of the Computer
era! He is the man who
single-handedly applied computer technology to
astrological measurement, research, and interpretation,
and has been the formative and leading light of astrology’s
modern growth. Erlewine humanized it all, adding
perception and incisive practical analyses to modern,
computerized astrology. Now, for a second generation of
astrologers and their public, Erlewine’s genius continues
with StarTypes … and it’s simply amazing!”

A Brief Bio of Michael Erlewine
Michael Erlewine has studied and practiced astrology for
over 40 years, as an author, teacher, lecturer, personal
consultant, programmer, and conference producer.
Erlewine was the first astrologer to program astrology, on
microcomputers and make those programs available to his
fellow astrologers. This was in 1977. He founded Matrix
Astrology in 1978, and his company, along with Microsoft,
are the two oldest software companies still on the Internet.
Michael, soon joined by his astrologer-brother Stephen
Erlewine, went on to revolutionize astrology by producing,
for the new microcomputers, the first written astrological
reports, first research system, first high resolution chart
wheels, geographic and star maps, and on and on.
Along the way Matrix produced programs that spoke
astrology (audio), personal astrological videos,
infomercials, and many other pioneering feats.
Michael Erlewine has received major awards from UAC
(United Astrological Conferences), AFA (American
Federation of Astrologers), and the PIA (Professional
Astrologers Incorporated), and scores of on online awards.
Michael and Stephen Erlewine have published a yearly
calendar for almost 30 years, since 1969. Michael
Erlewine has produced and put on more than 36
conferences in the areas of astrology and Buddhism.

Example Astro*Image Card
Aside from his current work as a consultant for NBC’s
iVillage and Astrology.com, Erlewine has personally
designed over 6,000 tarot-like astrology cards, making
authentic astrology available to people with little or no
experience in the topic. These Astro*Image™ cards are
available through a variety of small astrological programs
and in eBooks. Some examples can be found at
WWW.StarTypes.com, where there is also a link to his
astrological software.
Personal Astrology Readings
Michael Erlewine has been doing personal astrology
readings for almost forty years and enjoys sharing his
knowledge with others. However, his busy schedule
makes it difficult to honor all requests. However, feel free
to email (Michael@Erlewine.net) him if you wish a
personal chart reading. He will let you know if his current
schedule will allow him to work with you.
The sections that follow will give you more details about
Michael Erlewine and his very active center.

The Heart Center House
In 1972, Michael and Margaret Erlewine established the
Heart Center, a center for community studies. Today, the
Heart Center continues to be a center for astrological and
spiritual work. Over the years, hundreds of invited guests
have stayed at the Heart Center, some for just a night,
others for many years. Astrologers, authors, musicians,
Sanskrit scholars, swamis - you name it, the Heart Center
has been a home for a wide group of individuals, all united
by their interest in spiritual or cultural ideas.

Heart Center Library
Erlewine also founded and directs The Heart Center
Astrological Library, the largest astrological library in the
United States, and probably the world, that is open to
researchers. Meticulously catalogued, the current library
project is the scanning of the Table of Contents for all
major books and periodicals on astrology.
The library does not have regular hours, so contact ahead
of time if you wish to visit. Michael@erlewine.net.

The All-Music Guide / All-Movie Guide
Michael Erlewine's devotion to studying and playing the
music of Black Americans, in particular blues, led to his
traveling to small blues clubs of Chicago and hearing live,
blues greats like Little Walter, Magic Sam, Big Walter
Horton, and many others. He went on to interview many
dozens of performers. Much of this interviewing took place
at the Ann Arbor Blues Festivals, in 1969 and 1970, the
first electric blues festivals of any size ever held in North
America, and than later at the Ann Arbor Blues & Jazz
Festivals.
With their extensive knowledge of the blues music,
Erlewine and his brother Daniel were asked to play host to
the score or so of professional blues musicians and their
bands. They were in charge of serving them food and (of
course) drink. Michael went on to interview most of the
performers in these early festivals, with an audio recorder,
and later on with video.
The interviewing led to more study and ultimately resulted
in Michael founding and developing AMG, the All-Music
Guide, today the largest single database of music reviews
and documentation on the planet.

Erlewine started from a one-room office, and the reviewers
and music aficionados of the time laughed at his attempt
to cover all music. But he persisted, and the all-Music
Guide appeared as a Gopher Site, before the World Wide
Web even existed-a database of popular music for all
music lovers.
Over the years AMG grew, and the All-Movie Guide and
All Game Guide were born, and also flourished. Later,
Erlewine would create ClassicPosters.com, devoted to the
history and documentation of rock n' roll posters, some
35,000 of them.
These guides changed the way music was reviewed and
rated. Previous to AMG, review guides like the "Rolling
Stones Record Guide" were run by a few sophisticated
reviewers, and the emphasis was on the expertise of the
reviewer, and their point of view. Erlewine insisted on
treating all artists equally, and not comparing artist to
artist, what can be important, Michael points out, is to find
the best music any artist has produced, not if the artist is
better or worse than Jimmie Hendrix or Bob Dylan.
Erlewine sold AMG in 1996, at which time he had 150
fulltime employees, and 500 free-lance writers. He had
edited and published any number of books and CD-ROMs
on music and film. During the time he owned and ran
AMG, there were no advertisements on the site and
nothing for sale. As Erlewine writes, "All of us deserve to
have access to our own popular culture. That is what AMG
and ClassicPosters.com are all about.” Today, AMG
reviews can be found everywhere across the Internet.
Erlewine's music collection is housed in an AMG
warehouse, numbering almost 500,000 CDs.

Heart Center Meditation Room
Michael Erlewine has been active in Buddhism since the
1950s. Here are his own words:
“Back in the late 1950s, and early 1960, Buddhism was
one of many ideas we stayed up late, smoked cigarettes,
drank lots of coffee, and talked about, along with
existentialism, poetry, and the like.
“It was not until I met the Tibetan lama, Chogyam Trungpa
Rinpoche, in 1974 that I understood Buddhism as not just
Philosophy, but also as path, a way to get through life.
Having been raised Catholic, serving as an altar boy,
learning church Latin, and all that, I had not been given
any kind of a path, other than the path of faith. I hung onto
that faith as long as I could, but it told me very little about
how to live and work in this world.
“I had been trying to learn the basics of Tibetan Buddhism
before I met Trungpa Rinpoche, but the spark that welded
all of that together was missing. Trungpa provided that
spark. I got to be his chauffer for a weekend, and to
design a poster for his public talk.

“More important: only about an hour after we met, Trungpa
took me into a small room for a couple of hours and taught
me to meditate. I didn’t even understand what I was
learning. All that I know was that I was learning about
myself.
“After that meeting, I begin to understand a lot more of
what I had read, but it was almost ten years later that I met
my teacher, Khenpo Karthar, Rinpoche, the abbot of
Karma Triyana Dharmachakra Monastery, in the
mountains above Woodstock, NY. Meeting Rinpoche was
life-changing."

Heart Center Symbol
“It was not long after that we started the Heart Center
Meditation Center here in Big Rapids, which is still going
today. My wife and I became more and more involved with
the monastery in New York, and we ended up serving on
several boards, and even as fundraisers for the
monastery. We helped to raise the funds to build a threeyear retreat in upstate New York, one for men and one for
women.
“We also established KTD Dharma Goods, a mail-order
dharma goods business that helped practitioners find the
meditation materials they might need. We published many

sadhanas, the traditional Buddhist practice texts, plus
other teachings, in print and on audio tape.
"Years have gone by, and I am still working with Khenpo,
Rinpoche and the sangha at the Woodstock monastery.
Some years ago, Rinpoche surprised my wife and I by
telling us we should go to Tibet and meet His Holiness the
17th Karmapa, and that we should go right away, that
summer, and I hate to leave the house!
"That trip, and a second trip that followed some years
later, turned out to be pilgrimages that were also life
changing. Our center in Big Rapids has a separate
building as a shrine room and even a small Stupa.
"I can never repay the kindness that Khenpo Rinpoche
and the other rinpoches that I have taken teachings from
have shown me."

Music Career
Michael Erlewine’s career in music started early on, when
he dropped out of high school and hitchhiked to Venice
West, in Santa Monica, California, in an attempt to catch a
ride on the tail end of the Beatnik era. This was 1960, and
he was a little late for that, but right on time for the folk
music revival that was just beginning to bloom at that time.
Like many other people his age, Erlewine traveled from
college center to center across the nation: Ann Arbor,
Berkeley, Cambridge, and Greenwich Village. There was a
well-beaten track on which traveled the young folk
musicians of the future.
Erlewine, who also played folk guitar, hitchhiked for a stint
with a young Bob Dylan, and then more extensively with
guitar virtuoso and instrumentalist Perry Lederman.
Erlewine helped to put on Dylan’s first concert in Ann
Arbor. He hung out with people like Ramblin’ Jack Elliot,
Joan Baez, The New Lost City Ramblers, and the County
Gentlemen.
In 1965, the same year that the Grateful Dead were
forming, Michael Erlewine, his brother Daniel, and a few
others formed the first new-style band in the Midwest, the

Prime Movers Blues Band. Iggy Pop was their drummer,
and his stint in the band was how he got the name Iggy.
This was the beginning of the hippie era. Michael was the
band’s lead singer, and played amplified Chicago-style
blues harmonica. He still plays.
Erlewine was also the manager of the band, and
personally designed and silkscreened the band’s posters,
one of which is shown below.
The Prime Movers became a seminal band throughout the
Midwest, and even traveled as far as the West Coast,
where the band spent 1967, the “summer of Love,” playing
at all of the famous clubs, for example, opening for Eric
Clapton and Cream, at the Filmore Auditorium.
As the 60s wound down, and bands began to break up,
Erlewine was still studying the music of American Blacks,
in particular blues. Because of their knowledge of blues
and the players, Michael and his brother Dan were invited
to help host the first major electric blues festival in the
United States, the 1969 Ann Arbor Blues Festival. They
got to wine and dine the performers, and generally look
after them.
Michael interviewed (audio and video) most of the players
at the first two Ann Arbor Blues Festivals, they included:
Big Joe Turner, Luther Allison, Carey Bell, Bobby Bland,
Clifton Chenier, James Cotton, Pee Wee Crayton, Arthur,
Crudup, Jimmy Dawkins, Doctor Ross, Sleepy John Estes,
Lowell Fulson, Buddy Guy, John Lee hooker, Howlin’ Wolf,
J.B. Hutto, Albert King, B.B King, Freddie King, Sam Lay,
Light-nin’ Hopkins, Manse Lipscomb, Robert Lockwood,
Magic Sam, Fred McDowell, Muddy Waters, Charlie
Musslewhite, Louis Myers , Junior Parker, Brewer Phillips,
Otis Rush, Johnnie Shines, George Smith, Son House,
Victoria Spivey, Hubert Sumlin, Sunnyland Slim,
Roosevelt Sykes, Eddie Taylor, Hound Dog Taylor, Big
Mama Thornton, Eddie Vinson, Sippie Wallace, Junior

Wells, Big Joe Williams, Robert Pete Williams, Johnny
Young, and Mighty Joe Young.
Email:
Michael Erlewine can be reached at
Michael@Erlewine.net

